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1. DISTRICT PROFILE

Bondo Constituency is a constituency in Bondo District.  Bondo District  is  one  of  13  districts  of
Nyanza Province of Kenya. 

1.1. Demographic Characteristics

District Population by Sex
Male Female Total

113,583 125,197 238,780

Total District Population Aged 18 years & Below 67,886 65,781 133,667

Total District Population Aged Above 18 years 45,697 59,416 105,113

Population Density (persons/Km2) 242

1.2. Socio-Economic Profile

Bondo District:

• Is  one  of  the  least  populated  districts  in  the  province,  being  ranked  10th  most  populated
district in the province;

• Has  one  of  the  highest  primary  school  enrolment  rates  in  the  province,  at  79.7%,  being
ranked 3rd in the province and 19th nationally;

• Has  one  of  the  least  secondary  school  enrolment  rates  in  the  province,  at  17.0%,  being
ranked 8th in the province and 41 nationally; and

• Experiences  the  following  main  diseases:  Malaria,  respiratory  tract  infections,  diarrhea
diseases, skin diseases and infections, and urinary tract infections;

• Locals main economic activities are fishing, and peasant farming;
• Main problems are: locals not being able to market their produce, the water hyacinth that has

affected the fishing industry, and poor roads.

Bondo  district  has  2  constituencies:  Bondo  and  Rarieda  Constituencies.  The  district’s  2  MPs,
each cover on average an area of 494  Km2  to  reach  119,390  constituents.  This  is  an  opposition
stronghold.  In  the  1997  general  elections,  NDP  won  all  the  parliamentary  seats.  It  won  Bondo
and Rarieda parliamentary seats with 88.41% and 82.20% valid votes respectively. 
2. CONSTITUENCY PROFILE

2.1. Demographic characteristics  

Constituency
population by sex

Total Area Km2 Density
(Persons/Km)

123,113 587.20 209.7

2.2. Socio-Economic Profile

The main economic activities the locals are engaged in are subsistence farming and fishing.
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2.3. Electioneering and Political Information

This is an opposition stronghold. In the 1992 and 1997 general elections,  FORD-K and NDP won
the  seat  with  94.94%  and  88.41%  valid  votes  respectively.  On  the  demise  of  the  1992  elected
candidate,  Jaramogi  Oginga  Odinga,  a  by-election  was  called  and  FORD-K  won  the  seat  with
78.57% valid votes. The late Jaramogi  will  be remembered  for being  vocal for the introduction of
opposition politics in the country. In 2002, the National Rainbow Coalition won the seat.

2.4. 1992 General Election Results

1992 TOTAL REGISTERED VOTERS 31,063

CANDIDATE PARTY VOTES % VALID VOTES

Oginga Odinga FORD-K 22,309 94.94

Odongo Omamo KANU 1,188 5.06

Total Valid Votes 23,497 100.00

Rejected Votes -

Total Votes Cast 23,497

% Turnout 75.64

% Rejected/Cast 0.00

2.5. 1994 By-Election Results

1992 TOTAL REGISTERED VOTERS 31,063

CANDIDATE PARTY VOTES % VALID VOTES

Oburu Odinga FORD-K 12,746 78.57

Odongo Omamo KANU 3,477 21.43

Total Valid Votes 16,223 100.00

Rejected Votes -

Total Votes Cast 16,223

% Turnout 52.23

% Rejected/Cast 0.86

2.6. 1997 General Election Results
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1997 TOTAL REGISTERED VOTERS 38,555

CANDIDATE PARTY VOTES % VALID VOTES

Robert Odinga Oburu NDP 23,830 88.41

Arthur Dedan Sewe KANU 2,406 8.93

Washington J. Okumu FORD-K 719 2.67

Total Valid Votes 26,955 100.00

Rejected Votes 233

Total Votes Cast 27,188

% Turnout 70.52

% Rejected/Cast 0.86

2.7. Main Problems

• Poverty;
• Poor infrastructure; and
• Water shortage.

3. CONSTITUTION MAKING/REVIEW PROCESS

3.1. Constituency Constitutional Forums (CCFs)

3.1.1. Philosophy

The  Constituency  Constitutional  Forum  (CCF)  plays  a  very  significant  role  in  the  review  of  the
constitution.  It  is  designated  as  one  of  the  organs  ‘  through  which  the  review  process  shall  be
conducted’  -  (sec.  4(1)  of  the  Constitution  of  Kenya  Review  Act,  Cap.3A).  The  importance
attached  to  the  CCF  arises  from  the  recognition  of  the  need  to  involve  the  people  fully  in  the
review  of  the  constitution.  Only  through  such  participation  of  the  public  will  the  new
constitution reflect  the preferences,  hopes and aspirations of the  people.  It  would  also  increase
people’s knowledge  of constitutional  issues,  and facilitate  their  familiarity  with the provisions  of
the  new  constitution.  Additionally,  the  process  enhances  the  legitimacy  of  the  constitution
among Kenyans and their  sense of ownership over it.  In these  ways  the  proper  implementation
and safeguarding of the constitution will be facilitated.
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3.1.2. Composition and Establishment

The 1997 Review Act had provided for district  forums ‘to mobilize  communities  at the local  level
for the purpose of civic education in preparation for the Commission’s work and to perform such
other  duties as the Commission may assign’ - (sec.  12A (6).  The District  Forums were to  consist
of members elected  to represent  locations,  religious organizations,  and the disabled,  in addition
to MPs and members of every local  authority  in the district.  The Act contained several  provisions
prescribing minimum qualifications for membership and regulating the operations of the District
Forums.

The Select Committee of the National Assembly, which reviewed the Act in early 2000, decided to
replace the District  Forums with Constituency Forums to get  views ‘ directly  from  the  people  in
the constituency without necessarily  going through the rigours  of  an  election  to  determine  the
members  of  the  forum’.  It  thought  that  this  would  provide  for  a  more  popular  form  of
participation.  It  recommended  on  the  simplification  of  the  forum  to  avoid  elections.  The  Select
Committee  envisaged  the  constituency  forum  as  and  ‘open  forum  with  no  specific  structures’,
which  should  be  ‘  flexible  and  easy  to  manage’.  Its  opinion  was  that  the  ‘existing  leadership
comprising Members of Parliament, councilors, community based organizations,  religious groups
and individuals should be able  to present  views and opinions directly  from the grassroots’ (  The
Report  of  the  Parliamentary  Select  Committee  Reviewing  the  Constitution  of  Kenya  Review
Act,1997,  April  2000).  It  removed  the  regulatory  powers  of  the  Commission  over  the  forum,  its
role  being  confined  to  the  ‘facilitation’  of  the  forum.  It  also  changed  the  function  of  the  forum
from the facilitation of civic education to also include facilitation and the collection of the views of
the public on proposals to alter the constitution.

In view of the limited role  of  the  CKRC  in  the  establishment  of  the  CCF’s,  the  CKRC  prepared
and gazetted Guidelines for the operationalization of the constituency constitutional forums. The
Guidelines stipulated that all the residents of a constituency would constitute the CCF. The CCF
is  described  as  one  of  the  organs  ‘  through  which  the  review  process  shall  be  conducted’  -
(sec.4(1)). The CCF was thus one of the principal ways in which the views of the public were to be
obtained.

In  order  to  coordinate  and  facilitate  the  activities  of  the  CCF,  a  Constituency  Constitutional
Committee  (CCC)  was to be  established.  The  Guidelines  proposed  its  membership  to  consist  of
10 persons,  of which three  would be ex-officio:  the local  MP, the chair of the County Council  in
which the constituency is located,  and the District  Coordinator.  The  Guidelines  stated  that  the
membership would be as broad and representative  of the people  of the constituency as possible
and recommended that at least a third of the committee should be women. 

3.1.3. Functions of CCF

• Facilitation  of  collection  of  the  views  of  the  public  at  the  constituency  level  on  proposals  to
alter the constitution; and

• Debate  and  discussion  of  the  views  of  the  members  of  the  public  on  proposals  to  alter  the
constitution.

In  performance  of  these  functions,  the  CKRC  was  required  to  visit  all  constituencies  (Sec.18
(1)(a)).
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3.1.4. Functions of CCC

• The  functions  of  the  CCC  were  mainly  facilitative  and  advisory,  the  primary  aim  being  to
enhance the effective participation in the ownership of the constitution review process by the
people at the constituency level;

• The  CCC  was  also  mandated  to  promote,  facilitate  and  monitor  civic  education  at  the
constituency level in collaboration with the District Coordinator and civic education providers;

• Additionally,  the  CCC  had  to  ensure  that  the  constituency  had  access  to  all  information
relevant to the review process in coordination with District Documentation centers; and

• Finally, the CCC was also mandated with the task of dissemination of the report  of the CKRC.
It was to be assisted in this by the District Coordinator, who was also its accounting officer,  in
relation to funds that were made available to it by CKRC.

It is important to emphasize that the Guidelines were advisory, and the local community was free
to modify them to suit local  circumstances.  For example,  the size  of the CCC could be increased
when and if adequate representation and diversity required it.

3.1.5. Date of Commencement of Work

The  Constituency  Constitutional  Forum  (CCF)  was  to  run  for  an  initial  period  commencing
November  2001  up  to  September  2002.  Accordingly,  each  Constituency  Constitutional
Committee (CCC) should have been constituted at the very latest  by the end of November 2001.
The Constituency Constitutional Forum was to be operational by that time.

3.2. District Coordinators

3.2.1. Mandate/Terms of Reference

• Be the local grass root representative;
• Perform the generalization activities in the district;
• Be  in  charge  of  the  documentation  center/s  in  the  district,  facilitate  its/their  respective

management,  ensuring  they  are  stocked  and  are  easily  accessible  to  the  public  and  also
organize their safety and security;

• Gathering  any  relevant  local  information  and  materials  for  the  purpose  of  constitution
making;

• Facilitate  the  identification,  classification  and  organization  of  the  physical  and  electronic
retrieval and dissemination of information and materials for constitution making;

• Supply such information needed by local constituency forums and committees;
• Liaise with other documentation centers nearby and others for information;
• In collaboration with constituency committees, identify and arrange venues for public  hearing

whenever the CKRC visits the constituencies in their area;
• Facilitate regular  meetings  of the constituency committees and  involve  local  people  as  much

as possible in discussing constitutional issues;
• Source and identify other  key personnel  that the CKRC may wish to consult  or engage  in its

work;
• Identify  and  arrange  for  simultaneous  local  translations,  sign  language  users,  procurement

and  hiring  of  public  address  systems,  transport  and  communication  facilities  for  CKRC’s
meetings in the district;
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• Monitor the implementation of civic education by civic education providers in the district;
•  Facilitate the formation of constituency  committees  with  guidance  and  assistance  of  CKRC;

and
• Perform any other tasks as directed by CKRC.

3.2.2. Criteria for Appointment

• Diversity in the composition,  taking  into  account  ethnicity,  age,  religion  and  professional  or
occupational background; and

• Appointees had at least attained Kenya Certificate of Secondary Education or its equivalent.

4. CIVIC EDUCATION

Civic  education  in  the  constitution  was  carried  out  between  18th  February  2002  and  30th  April
2002

4.1. Phases covered in civic education

Stage 1 is the only  phase that has been covered.  This is the stage preceding  collection of  views.
This stage dealt  with  information,  knowledge,  skills  and  virtues  that  enabled  Kenyans  have  an
informed choice and present their views on constitutional review.

4.2. Issues and areas covered 

• Constitution of Kenya
• Constitution making process
• Governance
• Democracy
• Ethics, moral values and social justice
• Constitution: models, types and meaning
• Structures and systems of government
• Emerging constitutional issues 

5. CONSTITUENCY PUBLIC HEARINGS.

5.1. Logistical Details

1. Date and Number of Days for Public Hearings

a) Date(s): 12th and 13th June 2002
a) Total Number of Days: 2

1. Venue

a) Number of Venues: 2
a) Venue(s):        

1.        Usigu A.C.K Church
2.        Bondo Teachers Training College
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1. Panels

a) Commissioners
1. Com. W. H. O Okoth Ogendo
2. Com. Kavesta Adagala
3. Com. Paul Wambua

a) Secretariat
1. Walter Owuor         - Programme Officer
2. Joseph Makokha        - Asst. Programme Officer
3. Patricia Mwangi        - Verbatim Recorder
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5.2. Attendance Details

Category Details Number

Number  of  People
Who Presented

150

Sex

Male 120

Female 30

Not Stated 0

Presenter Type

Individual 123

Institutions 27

Not Stated 0

Educational
Background

Primary Level 31

Secondary/High School Level 98

College 0

University 17

None 4

Not Stated 0

Other  (Adult
Education/Vernacular/Madrasa/Informal
Education)

0

Form  of
Presentation

Memoranda 1

Oral 72

Written 56

Oral + Memoranda 0

Oral + Written 21

Not Stated 0

5.3. Concerns and Recommendations

The  following  are  the  recommendations  made  by  the  presenters  in  Bondo  Constituency.  The
recommendations  were  collated  around  43  areas  of  concern,  from  the  Preamble  to  National
integrity/identity.  Only  areas  where  recommendations  were  made  in  the  constituency  are
covered.  The  numbers  in  parentheses  represent  the  number  of  times  the  recommendation
(bulleted)  was  made,  either  orally  or  through  written  memoranda.  Each  count  on  a  specific
recommendation was picked from an individual,  a group or  an  organization.  Where  a  presenter
made  different  recommendations  on  the  same  area  of  concern,  each  recommendation  was
counted separately.  Where  no number appears in  parentheses,  the  recommendation  was  made
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only once.
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5.3.1. PREAMBLE

• The constitution should have a preamble. (9)
• The constitution of Kenya should have a preamble stating that we are the people of Kenya.
•         The  preamble  should  explain  our  languages  and  should  be  translated  into  several  key

languages.
•        The preamble  should embrace all  fundamental  values of the protection of human dignity

and basic rights.
•        The preamble should entrench the concepts of nationalism, unity and patriotism.
•        The preamble should recognize gender equality and patriotism.
• The preamble should set up a national vision reflecting that the constitution is people driven.
• The  preamble  should  set  up  a  national  vision  giving  reasons  as  to  why  the  constitution  is

being enacted. (2)
• The constitution should provide for a national vision.
• The preamble should talk about where we come from, where we are and where we are going.
• The preamble should state the nations objectives and aspiration.
• The preamble should define  Kenyan history and clearly  stipulate  the fundamental  principles

to  which  all  Kenyans  should  remain  committed  to  democracy  and  liberty,  equality  and
economic prosperity.

• The preamble should reflect the common experiences of Kenyans.

5.3.2.    DIRECTIVE PRINCIPLES OF STATE POLICY.

•         There  should  be  statements  in  our  constitution  capturing  the  national  philosophy  and
guiding principles.

•         The constitution should have a statement like  “ we the people  of  Kenya  having  solemnly
resolved to reconstitute  Kenya into a sovereign state –democratic  republic  give  ourselves  this
constitution”. 

• The constitution should reflect  statements such as  “peace,  love,  unity  and  harambee”  which
should be enacted so that they have a strong impact on the citizens’ goals in development.

• The  constitution  should  state  that  the  will  of  the  people  should  be  the  basis  of  the
government.

• The constitution should state that Kenya should be a socialistic state to enhance participatory
management. 

• The constitution should provide for Vatican democracy to be incorporated in Kenya.
•        The constitution should provide that government be run on Christian principles.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  strict  observation  of  the  doctrine  of  separation  of

power by the government of the day.
• The  constitution  should  state  that  Kenya  should  uphold  the  principles  of  human  dignity,

political freedom and economic activities.
• The constitution should state that Kenya should be a democratic state. (3)
• The constitution should uphold the tenets of democracy, transparency and accountability.
• The principles stated in the constitution should be enforceable in law.
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5.3.3.    CONSTITUTIONAL SUPREMACY

• The current  procedure of 65% majority  rule  should be retained for amending any part of the
constitution.

• The current  procedure of 65% majority  rule  should not be retained for amending any part of
the constitution.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliament  should  retain  the  power  to  amend  the
constitution.

• The constitution should provide that parliament’s power to amend the constitution should not
be limited.

• The constitution should provide that parliament should not have powers to amend matters of
defence  and  national  security,  electoral  system,  succession,  structure  and  system  of
government.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  constitutional  amendment  should  be  done  by  a
referendum and a resolution of two-thirds of members of parliament.

• The constitution should provide that a constitutional  amendment  should be through a public
referendum. (7)

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  electoral  commission  should  conduct  public
referendums. (3)

• The constitution should provide that a legally  credited review commission should conduct the
public referendums.

5.3.4.   CITIZENSHIP.

• The constitution should provide that persons born in Kenya should be regarded as automatic
Kenyan citizens. (2)

• The constitution should provide that persons born of Kenyan parents should  be  regarded  as
automatic Kenyan citizens. (3)

• The constitution should provide that persons belonging  to the  42  tribes  in  Kenya  should  be
regarded as automatic Kenyan citizens.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  persons  who  were  born  in  Kenya  since  the  12  th
December 1963 and continued to stay in Kenya to date should qualify for Kenyan citizenship.

• The constitution should provide that there  should be a  provision  for  a  temporary  citizenship
for  a  period  of  not  less  than  15  years.  This  should  be  renewable  within  this  time;  an
individual should visit any country using his/her valid passport.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  Kenyan  citizenship  should  be  acquired  through
registration but the person should be above 21 years old, be accepted as a black or a member
of the commonwealth and should have stayed in Africa for not less than 10 years.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  Kenyan  citizenship  should  be  acquired  through
registration and adoption. (2)

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  Kenyan  citizenship  should  be  acquired  through
registration, marriage and adoption.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  Kenyan  citizenship  should  be  acquired  through
naturalization.
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• The constitution should provide that a woman aged 18 years and above married to a Kenyan
man should be given automatic citizenship. 

• The constitution should provide that spouses of Kenyans residing in Kenya for a period of 10
years should be regarded as citizens.

• The constitution should provide that spouses of Kenyan citizens,  regardless  of gender  should
be entitled automatic citizenship. (4)

• The constitution should discourage automatic citizenship among alien spouses.
• The constitution should provide that a child born of one Kenyan parent, regardless of parent’s

gender should be entitled to automatic citizenship. (4)
• The constitution should provide that a child born of one Kenyan parent, regardless of parent’s

gender should attain citizenship at 18 years old.
• The constitution should provide that a child born of one Kenyan parent, regardless of parent’s

gender should attain citizenship at 21 years old.
• The constitution should provide that a child born of one Kenyan parent, regardless of parent’s

gender should attain citizenship upon registration.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  Kenyans  should  be  required  to  make  a  citizenship

pledge or oath to respect  and uphold the rights of fellow citizens.  All  Kenyans on attainment
of the age of majority should make this pledge or oath.

• The constitution should provide that Kenyans should be required as a matter of responsibility
to  freely  participate  in  democratic  processes.  All  citizens  are  entitled  to  enjoy  all  human
rights and liberties as enshrined in the bills of rights.

•        The constitution should provide for dual citizenship. 
•        The constitution should not provide for dual citizenship. (6) 
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  Kenyans  should  carry  national  identification  cards  as

proof of citizenship. (5)
• The constitution should provide that Kenyans should  carry  national  identification  cards  and

birth certificates as proof of citizenship.
• The constitution should provide that Kenyans should carry national identification cards, birth

certificates and baptism cards as proof of citizenship.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  Kenyans  should  carry  birth  certificates  as  proof  of

citizenship, which should have a number that will later be the national ID number. 
• The constitution should provide all Kenyans with national identity cards and/or passports.
• The constitution should provide all Kenyans with national identity cards.
•  The constitution should provide that issuance of IDs should be made easier.

5.3.5.  DEFENSE AND NATIONAL SECURITY.

• Disciplined forces should be established in the constitution. (3)
•         The constitution should provide that soldiers should appoint  the commanders of military

forces.
•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  appointment  of  soldiers  should  be  on  merit  and

qualifications. They should be professionals in their respective fields. 
• The constitution  should  provide  for  an  armed  forces  service  commission  whose  membership

should be determined by the prime minister  through the advice  of  the  defence  and  security
chiefs. 
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• The  government  should  pay  the  police  force  good  packages  and  improve  their  working
conditions and facilities. 

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliament  should  appoint  members  of  a  police
complaints authority who should handle complaints against the police.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  police  force  should  be  properly  selected,  trained  and
provided with good accommodation, equipment and be well remunerated.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  police  committee  should  discipline  errant  police
officers on minor complaints.  Police  complaints authority  should have powers to establish  its
own ways of investigating complaints.

• The constitution should provide that the armed forces service commission should be in charge
of recruitment, disciplining and determining the terms and conditions of armed forces.

• The constitution should provide for a code of conduct to discipline armed forces.
• The constitution should provide that a police officer should stay in one station for a maximum

of three years after which they should be transferred.
• The constitution should provide that police  officers should be non-partisan while  discharging

their duties.
• The constitution should provide that the president  should be the  commander-in  chief  of  the

armed forces. (6)
• The constitution should provide that the president should have the powers to declare war. 
• The constitution should provide that parliament should have the powers to declare war. (2)
• The constitution should provide that the president  and parliament should have the powers to

declare war.
• The constitution should provide that the president should not have the powers to declare  war.

(2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  prime  minister  should  have  the  powers  to  declare

war.
• The constitution should permit the use of extra ordinary powers in emergencies.
• The constitution should provide that emergency  powers should remain with the president  for

6 months after which he will require 65% of parliamentarian’s approval.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  2/3  majority  of  parliament  should  declare  a  state  of

emergency.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  declaration  of  emergency  powers  should  be  done  by

parliament.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliament  should  give  the  mandate  for  declaration  of

war and effect emergency powers.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliament  should  have  no  powers  in  effecting  the

emergency  powers,  except  when  the  head  of  state  is  indisposed  and  there  is  a  state  of
impending war.

5.3.6.  POLITICAL PARTIES.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  political  parties  should  participate  in  national
development issues.
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• The  constitution  should  provide  that  political  parties  should  participate  in  national
development issues and also lend a hand in fundraising such as harambees.

• The constitution should provide that political parties should foster national unity.
• The constitution should provide that political  parties  should  conduct  civic  education,  expose

government policies to Kenyan people, and collect views.
•         The  constitution  should  provide  broad  guidelines  for  the  formation,  management  and

conduct of political parties. 
• The constitution should provide that political parties should have manifestos which should be

quite different, and more so, they must have followers in each province.
• The constitution should provide that political  parties should be registered  and subject  to  the

societies Act.
• The constitution should provide for a code of conduct for all  political  parties and the electoral

commission should register them.
• The constitution should provide that political parties should have a national outlook. (2)
•         The constitution should provide that political  parties shall  not be formed  based  on  tribe.

(3)
• The constitution should limit the number of political parties in the country to two. (2)
•        The constitution should limit the number of political parties in the country to three. (4)
• The constitution should limit the number of political parties in the country to four. (2)
•        The constitution should limit the number of political parties in the country to five. (4) 
• The constitution should limit the number of political parties in the country to 4 to 7.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  political  parties  should  be  funded  through  individual

membership and periodic subscriptions, donors within Kenya, a fraction of salaries from MP’s
and councillors.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  political  parties  should  receive  allocation  from  the
exchequer and should be allowed to seek external assistance for their programmes.

• The constitution should provide that political parties and their party members should look for
their own ways of financing their parties.

•  The constitution should provide that the government should fund political parties. (9)
•        The constitution should provide that the government should not fund political parties. 
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  political  parties  should  have  representation  from  all

provinces to qualify for state funding.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  political  parties  should  accomplish  their  political  and

development goals and objectives.
•        The constitution should provide that volumes of funds be allocated for political  parties but

that should be determined by membership and accountability.
• The constitution should provide that the president  and MP’s should not use state  funds  and

vehicles for campaigns.
• The constitution should provide that  the  incumbent  president  should  not  use  state  vehicles

for campaign.
• The constitution should provide that the president should be delinked from party politics and

be the head of state. (4) 
• The constitution should provide that the ruling party be de-linked from the government.
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5.3.7.  STRUCTURES AND SYSTEMS OF GOVERNMENT.

• The constitution should retain the presidential system of government. (3)
• The constitution should adopt the parliamentary system of government. (13)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  prime  minister  should  be  appointed  from  the

majority party in parliament to be the head of government. 
• The constitution should provide that the  prime  minister  should  appoint  ministers  and  chair

cabinet meetings.
• The constitution should provide that the prime minister  should be 35 to 60 years old and an

MP. He/She  should run the day-to-day  activities  of  the  government  under  close  supervision
from parliament.

• The constitution should provide that the prime minister  should  run  the  day-to-day  activities
of the government under close supervision from parliament. (2) 

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  parliament  to  be  headed  by  a  prime  minister  and  who
should exercise executive powers.

• The constitution should provide that the president should officiate all state functions.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  sign  Acts  of  parliament,  perform

state opening of parliament, and give letters of appointment to the chiefs.
• The constitution should provide that the president should be the head of state. (6)
• The constitution should provide for a hybrid  system  of  government  where  the  president  and

prime minister share executive powers.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  prime  minister  should  be  40-65  years  old,  be  the

chairman of the majority party in parliament, an elected MP and be the head of government.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  appoint  the  prime  minister  with

the approval of parliament.
• The constitution should retain the unitary system of government.
•        The constitution should provide for a federal system of government. (7)
•         The constitution should provide for a federal  system of government  based on the current

provincial boundaries. (2)
•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  power  should  be  devolved  to  the  lower  levels  of

government. (3) 
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  decentralization  of  all  ministries  from  central

government. 
• The constitution should provide that all  the governmental  ministries  should be decentralized

to local  levels except  ministries  of  foreign  affairs,  education  and  government  organs  such  as
the police.

•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  vice-president  should  be  a  bishop  who  will  be
given spiritual nourishment.

•         The constitution should provide that the vice-president  should be elected  directly  by  the
people. 

• The constitution should provide that the first runner-up  of  the  presidential  elections  should
be the vice-president. The vice-president should fill in the office of the president  incase it  falls
vacant.

• The constitution should provide  that  the  president  should  appoint  the  vice  president  in  not
less  than  a  month  after  being  sworn  in.  And  in  any  cabinet  reshuffle,  the  vice-president
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should be named within fourteen days.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  appoint  the  vice-president,  who

should be less than 35 years old with at least a form four certificate  of education and liable  to
impeachment. 

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  Vice  President  be  appointed  by  the  President  and
approved by two-thirds of members of parliament.

• The constitution should provide that the president should appoint the AG.
• The constitution should provide that the AG should be appointed by parliament.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  prime  minister  should  appoint  the  AG  after

consultation with the law society of Kenya and the judicial service commission.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  AG  should  be  appointed  by  a  special  board

comprising of professionals like the labour society of Kenya.
• The constitution should provide that  the  president  should  appoint  the  AG  from  a  list  of  five

candidates presented by judges of the high court and chief justice.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  function  of  the  public  prosecution  should  be

separate from the office of the AG.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  function  of  the  public  prosecution  should  be

separate from the office of the AG and the police.  The AG should be an ex official  member  of
the national assembly and his powers to discontinue cases should be removed.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  appointment  of  the  AG  should  be  vetted  by
parliament.

5.3.8. THE LEGISLATURE

• The constitution should give Parliament power to vet all appointments.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  appointments  of  cabinet  ministers  and  senior  civil

servants should be vetted by parliament.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  the  presidential  appointments  should  be  vetted  by

parliament.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliament  should  vet  all  the  following  appointments;

permanent  secretaries,  diplomats  and  envoys,  heads  of  state  corporation,  commission  of
police,  governor  of  central  bank,  vice  chancellor  of  public  universities  and  top  military
commanders. 

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliament  should  vet  all  the  following  appointments;
permanent  secretaries,  parastatals  heads,  district  commissioners,  ambassadors  and  High
commissioners and cabinet.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliament  should  vet  all  appointments  made  by  the
prime ministers e.g. government parastatals heads and the armed forces. 

• The constitution should provide that appointment  of judges and the  AG  should  be  vetted  by
parliament.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  appointment  of  judicial  officers  should  be  vetted  by
parliament.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliament  should  approve  all  government
appointments.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  appointment  of  members  of  the  public  service
commission and the VP should be vetted by parliament. 
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• The constitution should provide that ministers be answerable to parliament.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliament  should  have  the  powers  to  appoint  the

speaker of the national assembly as well as the governor of the central bank. 
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  members  of  parliament  to  have  foundation  training  in

managing finances.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  appointment  to  the  civil  service  be  done  by

parliament.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliament  should  have  the  powers  to  appoint  the

speaker of the national assembly as well as the deputy speaker.
• The constitution should provide that parliament should have the  powers  to  appoint  the  PSs,

secretary to the cabinet and high commissioners. 
• The constitution should provide that parliament should have its own calendar. (4)
• The constitution should provide that being an MP should be a full time occupation. (4)
• The constitution should provide that being an MP should be a part time occupation. 
• The constitution should provide that members of parliament who skip parliamentary sessions

should be expelled. 
• The constitution should provide that all Kenyans be allowed to vote irrespective of their age.
•  The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliamentary  candidates  should  be  at  least  21  years

old while the presidential candidates should be at least 35 years old.
• The constitution should provide that MPs should be between 21 to 75 years of age while  the

presidential candidates should be between 45 and 75 years old.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  MPs  should  be  at  least  22  years  old  while  the

presidential candidates should be 35 years old. All citizens of 18 years and above should have
a right to vote.

• The constitution should provide that the presidential  candidates should  be  at  least  45  years
old.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  presidential  candidates  should  be  between  40-75
years old.

• The constitution should provide  that  the  presidential  candidates  should  be  between  35  and
70 years old. 

• The constitution should provide that the president must be between 50-80 years of age.
• The constitution should provide  that  the  presidential  candidates  should  be  between  35  and

80 years old.
• The constitution should provide that an MP must have a minimum qualification of a university

degree.
• The constitution should provide that MPs should be O level graduates. (2)
• The constitution should provide that MPs should be university graduates. (2)
• The constitution should provide that MPs should be professionals and experienced.
• The constitution should provide that MPs should pass Kiswahili  and English proficiency tests

and  general  knowledge,  except  those  graduates  from  internationally  approved  universities,
colleges and other higher institutions of learning.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  corrupt  MPs  should  be  barred  from  vying  for
parliamentary seats.

• The  constitution  should  introduce  moral  and  ethical  qualifications  for  parliamentary
candidates. (2)

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  aspiring  candidates  should  produce  tax-  payment
certificate from a recognized auditing firm.

• The constitution should give voters the right to recall non-performing MPs. (8)
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• The  constitution  should  give  voters  the  right  to  recall  non-performing  MPs  through  a
suggestion box ballot system.

• The constitution should give voters the right to recall non-performing MPs to be done through
80% of voters affected approvals.

• The constitution should not give voters the right to recall non-performing MPs.
• The constitution should provide that MPs should serve for only one term of five years.
• The constitution should provide that members of  parliament  should  serve  for  a  maximum  of

two terms of five years each. (2)
• The constitution should provide that MPs should serve for seven years.
• The constitution should  provide  that  MPs  should  act  on  the  basis  of  instructions  from  their

constituents or political parties.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  MPs  should  be  required  to  address  their  constituents

once per month.
• The constitution should provide for an  independent  commission  to  decide  on  the  salaries  of

MPs. (10)
• The constitution should provide that constituents should decide the salaries of their MPs. (4)
• The constitution should provide that 25 % of MPs salaries should be deducted per month for

5  years  and  taken  to  hospitals  and  schools  in  the  constituencies  for  the  development  of
health services and school materials.

• The constitution should provide that any MP who has served continuously for 15 years should
be eligible for parliamentary pension.

•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  increments  to  MPs  salaries  passed  by  a  sitting
parliament should be implemented in the following parliament.

• The constitution should provide that MPs should not be pensionable.
• The constitution should retain the concept of nominated MPs. (3)
• The constitution should retain the concept of nominated MPs specifically for the disabled. (3)
• The constitution should retain the concept of nominated MPs specifically for the minority  and

special interests groups. (2)
• The  constitution  should  retain  the  concept  of  nominated  MPs,  which  should  be  specifically

reserved for professional  unions,  religious  leaders,  women  representatives,  the  disabled  and
other registered professional bodies by the labour society of Kenya. 

• The constitution should provide that ECK  should  do  nomination  of  MPs,  and  election  losers
should be barred from nomination.

• The constitution should not retain the concept of nominated MPs. (4)
• The constitution should provide for a coalition government. (5)
• The constitution should provide that assistant ministers  should be appointed from opposition

parties. 
• The constitution should provide that assistant ministers  should be from  the  minority  parties

in parliament.
• The constitution should not provide for a coalition government.
• The constitution should provide for one chamber of parliament. (3)
•        The constitution should provide for a bicameral  parliamentary system, the upper and the

lower house. (4)
•         The  constitution  should  provide  for  a  bicameral  parliament  made  up  of  a  house  of

parliament and a house of elders consisting of the most experienced persons. 
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliament  should  have  the  powers  to  remove  the

executive through a vote of no confidence. (4)
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• The constitution should provide for the  removal  of  presidential  assent  for  bills  of  parliament
before they become law.

• The constitution should provide that the president  should  have  the  power  to  veto  legislation
in parliament. (3)

• The constitution should provide that the president  should  have  the  power  to  veto  legislation
in  parliament  if  the  house  passes  the  bill  with  a  two-thirds  majority  then  the  president
should just sign it.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  have  the  power  to  dissolve
parliament. (3)

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  have  the  power  to  dissolve
parliament on the 15 th October of the year of elections.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  not  have  the  power  to  summon,
prorogue or dissolve parliament.

• The constitution should provide that parliamentary elections should be staggered.
•        The constitution should provide that MPS have public offices in their constituencies. (3)

5.3.9.    THE EXECUTIVE.

•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  presidential  candidate  should  be  a  university
graduate. (4)

• The constitution should provide that a presidential candidate should be a Kenyan citizen with
at least a form four certificate of education. 

• The constitution should provide that a  presidential  candidate  should  be  at  least  a  form  four
leaver with good passes in English and Kiswahili.

• The constitution should provide that the president  should serve for a maximum of two  terms
during which he or she should not engage in any commercial business.

• The constitution should provide that the president should serve for a maximum of one term of
five years.

• The constitution should provide that the president  should serve for a maximum of two  terms
of five years each. (13)

• The constitution should provide that the president  should serve for a maximum of four terms
of five years each.

• The constitution should provide that the president  should serve for a maximum of two  terms
of seven years each.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  open  and  close  parliament
proceedings. 

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  ministers  and  assistant  ministers  be  appointed  by  the
president.

• The constitution should provide for the prerogative of mercy provisions repeated.
• The constitution should provide that the president should appoint ministers.
• The constitution should provide that the president  should not be the chancellor  of the public

universities.
•  The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  not  appoint  the  army  generals.

This should be done  through  secret  balloting  by  senior  government  officers.  He  should  also
not have the powers to appoint and dismiss the ministers. 

•        The constitution should provide that the president should be subject to the law. (4) 
• The constitution should provide that the president’s foreign official visits should be regulated.
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• The constitution should limit the powers of the president. (8)
•        The constitution should provide for the impeachment of the president. (7)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  executive  arm  of  government  be  controlled  be

parliament. 
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  and  parliament  should  be  independent

from each other. (4) 
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  head  of  government  should  attend  and  answer

questions.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  be  expected  to  appear  in

parliament twice per year to answer questions pertaining to government policy.
• The constitution should provide that the president should be fully answerable to parliament. 
• The constitution should provide that the president should be an MP.
• The constitution should provide that the president should not be an MP. (3)
•        The constitution should provide that the provincial  administration should be retained but

the people should democratically elect them.
•         The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  current  provincial  administration  system  to  be

maintained.
•        The constitution should abolish the provincial  administration structure of government  and

replace it with a council of village elders.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  D.C’s  and  D.O’s  should  not  be  the  chairmen  of

development committees.
• The constitution should abolish the offices of chiefs and assistant chiefs. (3)
• The constitution should provide that chiefs act authority should be reduced.
• The constitution should empower chiefs to initiate development programmes in their areas.
•  The constitution should retain the provincial administration but its role should be redefined.
• The constitution should provide that chiefs should be at least 45 years old.
•        The constitution should abolish the offices of provincial and district commissioners.
•        The constitution should provide for chiefs and assistant chiefs  to be elected  by the people.

(6)
•        The constitution should provide for chiefs and assistant chiefs to be transferable. (3)
•        The constitution should provide for chiefs to have a minimum age of 35 years. 
•        The constitution should provide that chiefs should retire at the age of 70 years.
•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  chiefs  and  assistants  be  appointed  by  provincial

commissioners. 
• The constitution should provide that clan elders should be paid Kshs. 1,000 per month.
• The constitution should provide that the government should pay village elders.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  public  service  commission  should  appoint  the

provincial administration.
• The constitution should provide that parliament should appoint  the provincial  administration

while chiefs and the PC should appoint assistant chiefs.
• The constitution should provide that chiefs should be between 25 and 70 years old.
• The constitution should provide that the provincial administration should be abolished.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  no  province  or  district  should  be  created  without  the

approval of parliament. 
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  ministries  should  not  have  more  than  one  minister  or

assistant minister.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  15  to  25  ministries  with  clearly  defined  portfolios  and

responsibility during the entire parliament life.
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• The constitution should reduce the number of ministries  and each ministry  should have one
assistant minister.

• The constitution should provide for 18 government ministries.
• The constitution should provide for ministers to have less power.

5.3.10. THE JUDICIARY.

•        The constitution should provide for the independence of the judiciary. (12)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  chief  justice  should  preside  over  cases  pending  in

the court of appeal and not high court.        
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  court  processes  should  be  made  expeditious  by

providing the maximum period within which a matter is to be adjudicated. (3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  a  kadhis  court  in  every  district  and  there  should  be  a

kadhi in every provincial headquarters.
• The constitution should empower the public to reject biased rulings.
•        The constitution should provide that prisoners be used in development some areas. 
• The constitution should provide for a supreme court. (4)
• The constitution should not provide for a supreme court.
• The constitution should provide for a constitutional court. (5)
•         The constitution should provide that an independent  commission appoint  judges  and  be

answerable to parliament. (2)
•         The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  judiciary  service  commission  to  carry  out  all

judicial appointments. (3)
• The constitution should provide that judicial  officers should be appointed  by  a  special  board

comprised of appointees from professional institutions like the labour society of Kenya.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  chief  justice  should  be  appointed  and  approved  by

parliament without any political considerations. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  public  service  commission  with  approval  of  1/3  of

MPs should appoint chief justice; deputy chief justice and the Supreme Court justices.
•        The constitution should provide that judges be appointed through a system involving the

public.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  judicial  officer  should  be  a  form  four  leaver  with  a

mean grade of C.
• The constitution should provide that judges  should  have  worked  for  a  minimum  of  15  years

and they should be persons of high integrity and ability.
• The constitution should provide that a judicial  officer  should have a  university  degree  in  law

from a recognized university preferably from the common wealth countries.
• The constitution should provide that all  judicial  officers  should  enjoy  the  security  of  tenure.

(4)
• The constitution should provide that all judges should have their salaries reduced by 20%.
• The constitution should provide that the retirement  age  of  Kadhis  should  be  between  60-65

years.
• he constitution should provide that Kadhis should retire at 50 years of age.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  chief  kadhi  should  serve  for  less  than  10  years.

Salaries of judges should not be more than 50,000 times the unit of the lowest paid.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  judges  and  magistrates  should  retire  at  the  age  of  75

years.
• The constitution should provide that judicial officers should serve for 5 years.
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• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  judicial  service  commission  should  determine  the
terms of service and remuneration of judicial officers.

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  a  parliamentary  committee  to  investigate  allegations
against a judge and remove a judge due to misconduct.

• The constitution should provide that judges and  other  officers  should  be  subject  to  a  public
service disciplinary committee. 

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  chief  kadhis/kadhis  should  perform  judicial  and
religious duties in their respective jurisdiction.

• The constitution should provide that chief kadhis/kadhis should represent all Muslims.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  Kadhis  should  have  the  same  legal  qualifications  as

magistrates. (3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  Kadhis  should  be  legally  trained,  qualified  in  law  and

specialists in Islamic law. (2)
• The constitution should provide that the Muslims community  should nominate  Kadhis before

they are appointed. (3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  kadhis  should  be  proposed  by  the  SUPKEM  from

qualified candidates.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  kadhis  should  be  appointed  by  the  prime  minister  in

consultation with the judiciary and the law society of Kenya.
• The constitution should provide that kadhis should be appointed by Muslims themselves and

not the president.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  kadhis  should  ensure  that  all  meat  is  slaughtered  in

recognized slaughterhouses.
•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  Kadhis  be  elected  by  the  Muslim  community  and

empowered to deal with matters affecting Muslims.
•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  Muslim  community  should  have  the  power  to

remove non-performing Kadhis.
•        The constitution should provide that Kadhis court should have appellate jurisdiction. (4)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  judicial  powers  of  the  state  should  not  be  vested

exclusively in courts. Some selected committees should have some judicial powers.
• The  constitution  should  spell  out  the  average  time  in  which  cases  should  take  in  order  to

serve all persons effectively and efficiently.
• The constitution should ensure that all people have access to courts.
• The constitution should provide that the government  should provide legal  aid to all  Kenyans.

(3)
•        The constitution should provide that the government  should provide legal  aid to the poor.

(4)
• There should be provision for judicial review of laws made by the legislature.
• The constitution should establish local councils of elders to handle customary disputes.

5.3.11. LOCAL GOVERNMENT.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  mayors  and  council  chairmen  should  be  elected
directly by the people. (8)

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  mayors  and  council  chairmen  should  serve  for  two
years. (2)

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  mayors  and  council  chairmen  should  serve  for  two
years and be eligible for re-election.
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• The  constitution  should  provide  that  mayors  and  council  chairmen  should  serve  for  five
years. (3)

• The constitution should provide that mayors and council  chairmen should  serve  for  three
years. (2)

• The  constitution  should  empower  every  county  council  or  town  council  to  manage  her
resources for betterment of the area of jurisdiction.

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  funding  of  Local  authorities  by  the  central
government. 

• The constitution should provide for the autonomy of local authorities. (3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  mayors  and  councillors  should  have  a  minimum

education qualification of a form four certificate. 
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  councilors  should  have  a  minimum  education

qualification of a form four certificate. (4)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  councilors  should  have  a  minimum  education

qualification of a form four certificate with a mean grade of C and above. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  councilors  should  have  a  minimum  education

qualification of a standard eight certificate of education. (2)
• The constitution should provide that councilors should be educated people  but those with

a lot of experience in public affairs but lack formal education should be considered for civic
seats.

• The constitution should provide that councilors should speak fluent  Kiswahili  and English
but those who have passed national examinations should be exempted.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  persons  vying  for  local  authority  seats  should  pass
the English and Kiswahili proficiency tests.

• The constitution should provide that councilors should be morally upright persons.
• The constitution should provide that age requirements  for  civic  seats  aspirants  should  be

18 years.
• The constitution should provide that councilors should be 35-75 years old.
• The constitution should provide  that  people  should  have  a  right  to  recall  their  councilor.

(3)
• The constitution should provide that people should have a right to recall  their  councilor  by

60% of the votes of the affected area.
• The constitution should provide that a commission set by the minister  of local  government

should do the remuneration of councilors.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  provincial  local  government  finance  officers

should fix the remunerations of councilors and not the councilors themselves.
•  The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  reduction  of  powers  of  the  minister  of  local

government.
• The constitution should provide for the reduction of  salaries  of  councilors  by  25%  for  the

whole term of service and taken to develop the hospitals and schools in their wards.
• The constitution should provide that councilors be paid a minimum salary of Kshs.  50,000

by the central government.
• The constitution should provide that councilors should not be pensionable.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  nominations  to  local  authorities  be  done  under

established procedures.
• The constitution should not retain the concept of nominated councilors.
• The constitution should retain the concept of nominated councilors. (2)
• The  constitution  should  retain  the  concept  of  nominated  councilors  but  reserved
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specifically for special interest groups such as religious bodies, women representatives,  the
disabled and other registered professional bodies. (3)

• The constitution should provide that to be nominated a person should apply to the clerk of
the particular council  who should forward the application to the chairman of the electoral
commission, which should interview and nominate them.

• The constitution should provide that the minister  of local  government  should not have the
powers  to  dissolve  councils.  After  the  4th  year  of  service  the  electoral  commission  should
dissolve the council.

• The constitution should provide for a local  government  act,  which  empowers  the  minister
of  local  government  to  dissolve  councils,  if  it  acts  contrary  to  the  smooth  running  of  its
affairs.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  market  fees  in  the  market  places  should  be
abolished.

• The constitution should provide that  county  councils  should  stop  over  taxing  people  who
sell goods in the market.

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  abolishment  of  local  government  and  local
authorities.

5.3.12. THE ELECTORAL SYSTEM AND PROCESS

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  secret  ballot  system  should  be  used  in  general
elections. (2)

• The constitution should provide for the representative system for general elections. (3)
• The constitution should retain the  simple  majority  rule  as  the  basis  of  winning  an  election.

(3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  be  elected  by  not  less  than  50%  of  the

total votes cast and 25% of the votes from at least 5 provinces.
• The constitution should provide that a member  of parliament should be declared  a  winner  if

he gets two thirds of all votes cast in the constituency.
• The constitution should provide that if  an area MP is a  man,  the  area  councilor  should  be  a

woman  and  vice-versa  as  a  measure  of  increasing  women’s  participation  in  parliament  and
local councils.

• There  should  be  no  special  measures  put  in  place  to  increase  women’s  participation  in
parliament.

• The constitution should provide that a presidential  candidate should garner  at  least  10  % of
the total votes to be declared a winner. 

• The constitution should provide that a presidential  candidate should garner  at  least  50  % of
the total votes to be declared a winner. 

• The constitution should provide that a presidential  candidate should garner  at  least  51  % of
the total votes to be declared a winner. (2)

• The constitution should provide that a presidential  candidate should garner  at  least  75  % of
the total votes to be declared a winner.

• The constitution should provide that candidates who fail to be nominated by one party should
be allowed to seek nomination from another party. (4)

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  candidates  who  defect  to  another  party  should  not  be
allowed to contest in the by election.

• The constitution should provide that MPs be allowed to defect  from one party to another  only
at the end of their term of parliament. (3)
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• The constitution should provide that defections should be allowed.
• The  constitution  should  retain  the  25  %  representation  in  at  least  five  provinces  rule  for

presidential elections. (3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  a  25%  representation  in  at  least  3  provinces  for

presidential elections.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  quarter  of  the  parliamentarian’s  seats  should  be

reserved for women.
• The constitution should provide that 12 seats in parliament should be reserved for women. (3)

 
• The constitution should provide that  at  least  25%  of  seats  in  parliament  should  be  reserved

for women.
• The constitution should  provide  that  five  seats  in  parliament  should  be  reserved  for  specific

interests groups.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  some  seats  in  parliament  should  be  reserved  for

religious bodies.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  some  seats  in  parliament  should  be  reserved  for  the

disabled. (2)
• The constitution should provide that some seats in parliament should be reserved for women.

(2)
• The constitution should provide that some seats in parliament should be reserved for widows. 
• The constitution should provide that there  should be a Bishop in parliament  as  an  ex-officio

member.
• The constitution should provide that  at  least  10%  of  seats  in  parliament  should  be  reserved

for women and the disabled.
• The constitution should retain the current geographical constituency system. (4)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  ECK  should  create  constituency  boundaries

according to the population density.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  260-300  constituencies  should  be  created  based  on

population density of the region.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  constituency  should  have  at  least  at  least  25,000

people.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  constituency  should  have  at  least  at  least  30,000

people.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  constituency  should  have  at  least  at  least  200,000

people.
• The constitution should provide that  constituency  boundaries  should  be  reviewed  from  time

to time because of the population increase, topology and change of divisions.
• The constitution should provide that administrative boundaries  should automatically  become

constituencies.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  wards  and  constituency  boundaries  should  be

changed. (3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  parliamentary  elections  and  presidential  elections  to  be

held on separate dates.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  presidential,  parliamentary  and  civic  elections

should be held separately. (3)
• The constitution should provide that the presidential elections should be held separately from

civic and parliamentary elections.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  civic  elections  should  be  held  separately  from
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parliamentary elections.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  presidential,  parliamentary  and  civic  elections

should be held simultaneously.
• The constitution should provide that all  Kenyans should be allowed to vote, whether  they  are

abroad, or in prison, through a system of proxy voting. (3)
•        The constitution should provide that voters could vote from where they are in the country. 
• The constitution should provide that election ballot boxes should be transparent. (3)
• The constitution should provide that independent candidates should be allowed to contest. (3)
•   The constitution should provide that elections be held every five years. (3)
•        The constitution should provide that there  should be no limit  on election expenditure  by

each candidate. 
• The constitution should specify the election date. (5)
• The constitution should provide that the president  should  be  elected  directly  by  the  people.

(7)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliament  and  representatives  from  civic  societies,

labour movement, churches, farmers and organizations should appoint the president.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  electoral  commissioners  should  be  the  same  as  other

civil servants.
•        The constitution should provide that all  electoral  commissioners should be below 55 years

of age.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  prime  minister  should  appoint  electoral

commissioners.
• The constitution should provide that the president should appoint electoral commissioners.
• The constitution should provide that the public should appoint electoral commissioners.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  electoral  commissioners  should  be  appointed  after

an all-party consultation.
• The constitution should provide that the electoral commissioners should serve for at least  two

terms of five years each.
•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  electoral  commissioners  should  have  security  of

tenure. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  electoral  commissioners  should  retire  immediately

after the general elections.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  electoral  commission  should  be  funded  from  the

consolidated fund. (3)
• The constitution should provide  for  16  electoral  commissioners,  two  from  each  province  and

one must be a woman.
• The constitution should provide for 22 electoral commissioners.
•        The constitution should provide that vote counting should be done at the polling  station.

(3)
•        The constitution should provide for the elimination of bribery in the election process.

5.3.13. BASIC RIGHTS

•        The constitution should guarantee the protection of the human rights of all Kenyans. (3)
•         The constitution should guarantee some inalienable rights and liberties.
•        The constitution should regulate the freedom of worship.
• The constitution should guarantee for the freedom of worship. (5)
•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  Seventh  Day  Adventist  should  be  protected  and
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allowed to worship on Sundays. 
• The constitution should provide that all citizens should have a right  to participate in elections

and a right to political liberty.
• The constitution should provide that all  citizens should have a right  to association,  assembly

and join any political party of their choice.
•        The constitution should provide for the freedom of expression and association.
•        The constitution should provide for the freedom of movement.
• The constitution should provide for the death penalty to continue. (4)
•        The constitution should provide for the enhancement of the right to life. (3)
• The  constitution  should  protect  security,  healthcare,  water,  education,  shelter,  food  and

employment as the basic rights for all Kenyans. (4)
• The  constitution  should  provide  the  government  should  have  the  responsibility  of  ensuring

that all Kenyans enjoy their basic rights.
• The constitution should provide the president should have the responsibility  of ensuring  that

all Kenyans enjoy their basic rights.
•        The constitution should guarantee the security of all Kenyans. 
• The constitution should guarantee free heath care services for all Kenyans. (8)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  free  basic  health  care  for  all  in  both  rural  and  urban

areas.
•        The constitution should guarantee heath care services for all Kenyans. (4)
•         The constitution should guarantee  free  health care of epidemic  diseases such as  malaria

and typhoid.
• The constitution should provide for free primary education. (5)
• The constitution should guarantee free education up to the secondary school level. (5)
• The constitution should guarantee free education up to the university level. (3) 
• The constitution should provide that there should be no free education.
•        The constitution should guarantee all school leavers job opportunities. (8)
• The constitution should provide that the government should start some projects in all  parts of

Kenya that will employ the disabled as well as the unemployed Kenyans.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  employers  should  be  cautioned  against  exploiting

people by employing them as casuals for long periods and under paying them.
• The constitution should provide that once one has retired he/she  should not be re-appointed

because it’s increasing the trend of unemployment among the youths. 

• The constitution should provide for the elimination of tribalism and nepotism in employment.

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  equal  pay  for  persons  with  the  same  education
qualifications. 

• The constitution should provide for a one person-one job policy.

•        The constitution should provide that the age of retirement should be 70 years.

•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  retirees  should  be  paid  pension,  whether  they
were in formal or informal employment.

•        The constitution should provide for the simplification of pension procedures.

•        The constitution should provide that pension wages be reviewed annually.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  those  who  are  unemployed  should  receive  upkeep
allowances from the government.

• The constitution should provide that the retirement  age should be 75 years for all  employees
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both in the public and private sector.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  no  person  should  be  allowed  to  hold  more  than  one

public office at the same time.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  a  special  board  should  control  the  salaries  of  public

officers and Parastatal employees. 
• The constitution should provide that all civil servants and university  lecturers  should retire  at

65 years. Retirement benefits should be worked out in advance so that upon retirement,  one
should get it in a month’s time.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  pensions  payments  should  be  given  immediately
after retirement. (4)

•        The constitution should provide that the pensions payments should be given immediately
after retirement and incase of death the benefits should given to the immediate dependants.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  pensions  payments  should  be  given  30  days
preceding retirement date.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  retirement  benefits  of  the  disabled  should  be  added  a
certain percentage.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  as  employee  salary  increase,  pension  allowances  also
increase.  Pensioners  should get  medical  allowances  and  when  death  occurs  the  dependants
should get the pension benefits for ten more years after his death.

• The constitution should provide that retirement benefits should be reviewed. (3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  whenever  a  civil  servant  dies,  their  spouses  should

receive their pensions until death.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  widows  should  receive  their  spouses’  benefits  or

pensions for more than 5 years after their death.
•        The constitution should provide for free and compulsory formal education.
•         The constitution should provide for free  and compulsory  formal  education  up  to  primary

level. (5)
•         The constitution  should  provide  for  free  and  compulsory  education  up  to  the  secondary

school level. (8)
• The constitution should provide for free  and compulsory education up to the university  level.

(3)
•        The constitution should provide that Kenyans should have a right  to access information in

the hands of the state or any other agency or organ of the state. (3)         
•        The constitution should be written in a simple language.
•        The constitution should be written in English and Kiswahili.
•        The constitution should provide that parliament proceedings be televised live. 
•        The constitution should provide that Kenyans should have a right  to get  publications of all

the information especially financial sources of the ministers, MPs and councilors.

• The constitution should provide that all  reports  of  established  commissions  should  be  make
public.

• The constitution should provide that civic education should be a continuous process. (7)
• The constitution should provide for translators for the disabled in public places e.g. courts.
• The constitution should guarantee all workers the right to trade union representation. (4)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  trade  union  acts  should  be  revised  to  make  these

organizations profit making bodies.
• The constitution should not guarantee all workers the right to trade union representation.
• The constitution should provide that trade unions should not be affiliated to the government
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so that they may represent their members well.

5.3.14. THE RIGHTS OF VULNERABLE GROUPS

• The constitution should fully guarantee the rights of women (2)
• The constitution should fully guarantee the rights of the disabled. (3)
•        •        The constitution should provide that disabled people  be addressed and described in

polite and friendly language.
•        The constitution should provide that the public should be educated on disability.
•         The  constitution  should  provide  for  elimination  of  all  forms  of  discrimination  against

disabled persons. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  free  education  for  the  disabled  and  their  equipment

should be tax-free.
•        The constitution should provide for elimination of discrimination against  disabled persons

in employment.
•         The  constitution  should  guarantee  that  the  government  should  provide  free  and

compulsory education for disabled persons.
• The constitution should guarantee employment opportunities for the disabled. (3)
• The constitution should provide  for  free  health  care  services,  education  and  security  for  the

disabled.
•        The constitution should provide for free health care for disabled people.
•         The  constitution  should  provide  for  physical  planning  laws  review  to  consider  easy

movement of people with disabilities.
•        The constitution should provide that equipment for use by the disabled is tax-free.
•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  10%  of  employment  opportunities  be  reserved  for

disabled people.
•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  disabled  persons  should  be  given  free  trading

licenses.
•        The constitution should provide for a welfare scheme for the disabled.
•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  deaf  people  be  taxed  less  as  compared  to  other

citizens.
•        The constitution should make provision for sign language services for the deaf  in all  public

offices.
•        The constitution should make provision for use of sign language in media houses.
•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  deaf  people  be  allowed  to  drive  and  issued  with

drivers licenses.
•        The constitution should provide that children should have a right  to inherit  their  parent’s

property. (3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  children  of  both  sexes  should  have  a  right  to

inheritance and succession.
• The constitution should provide that the government should support street children.
• The constitution should provide that children should have a right  to moral  teachings and  up

bringing.
• The constitution should provide that girl child should be given land as the male child.
•        The constitution should provide for free education for orphaned children.
•        The constitution should provide for the abolishment of child labour. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  children  should  be  banned  from  fishing  and  hanging

around the lake and be forced to go to school.
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•        The constitution should provide that children be given a right to express themselves freely.
 

• The constitution should provide for equal treatment of both male and female  children without
any form of discrimination.

•        The constitution should provide that prisoners and suspects in cells  should be treated as
per the provisions of the Bill of Rights. 

• The constitution should provide for government rehabilitation of street children. (3)
•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  children  born  outside  wedlock  to  be  given  to  their

mothers permanently.
•         The constitution should protect  Child  rights especially  the right  not to  be  forced  into  an

early marriage. 
• The  constitution  should  provide  a  welfare  scheme  for  orphaned  children,  widows  and

widowers.
• The constitution should provide a welfare scheme for orphaned children and widows. (2)
• The constitution should provide that orphaned children should be entitled  to free  education,

healthcare and security. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  government  should  take  care  of  the  age,  orphans

and street children.
• The constitution should provide that the poor, the landless and the aged should have a safety

net fund.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  elderly  should  be  provided  with  food,  medical

assistance and community shelter by the local authorities.
• The constitution should provide that the government  should  take  care  of  people  who  are  70

years and above.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  government  should  support  all  women  initiated

development projects.
• The constitution should provide for the opposition of affirmative action for women.
• The constitution should make provision for affirmative action for the girl child.
• The constitution should make provision for affirmative action for  the  disabled  and  women  so

that each gets 10% of the total parliamentary seats.
• The constitution should provide that sentences  should be rehabilitative  and at the end of the

sentence a certificate be given to the convict showing the degree of rehabilitation achieved.
• The constitution should provide that prisoners should be allowed to vote. (2)
• The constitution should provide that prisoners should have a right to a well  balanced diet  and

be allowed to visit their families once per year.
• The constitution should provide that prisoners should not be mistreated.

5.3.15. LAND AND PROPERTY RIGHTS

• The constitution should guarantee that individuals are the ultimate owners of land. (3)
•        The constitution should guarantee equal distribution of land ownership.
•         The constitution should provide that the state should be the absolute owner of  land  and

give people leaseholds rights.
•        The constitution should guarantee  land ownership for citizens as of right  and the powers

of the government and local authorities as regards land should be abolished.
•        The constitution should provide that the government  should have the ultimate ownership

of land. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  individual  and  local  community  should  have  the
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ultimate ownership of land. (3)
• The constitution should provide that the government  should have the powers to compulsorily

acquire private land but with the appropriate compensation. (4)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  government  should  not  have  the  powers  to

compulsorily acquire private land. (2)
• The constitution should  provide  that  the  government  should  have  the  powers  to  control  the

use of land by the occupiers. (4)
• The constitution should  provide  that  the  government  should  not  have  the  powers  to  control

the use of land by the occupiers.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  local  government  should  not  have  the  powers  to

control the use of land by the occupiers.
•        The constitution should provide that the owner of land should have the right  to exploit  the

natural resources thereof.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  clan  elders  or  regional  leaders  should  do  land

allocations.
• The constitution should provide that the village elders should deal with land cases. (3)
• The constitution should provide that land should be adjudicated and title  deeds issued to the

owners immediately. 
• The constitution should provide that  people  who  have  been  allocated  land  should  be  issued

with title deeds.
• The constitution should provide the service charges for land transfers should be Kshs.  1000,

sub-division fee  should be  reduced  to  Kshs.1200  while  the  physical  planning  fee  should  be
Kshs. 3,000.

• Issues on land inheritance and transfer should be addressed in the constitution. (4)
• There should be a ceiling on land owned by an individual. (6)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  maximum  number  of  acres  that  an  individual  can

own be limited to 5. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  maximum  number  of  acres  that  an  individual  can

own be limited to 50.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  maximum  number  of  acres  that  an  individual  can

own be limited to 200.
• There should be no ceiling on land owned by an individual.
•        The constitution should provide that land that is not under  use should be leased to other

persons.
• The constitution should allow non-citizens to own land.
• The constitution should not allow non-citizens to own land.
• The procedures for transfer of land should be simplified. (3)
• The constitution should provide that the land transfer fees should be reduced. (3)
• The constitution should provide that the land board should be taken to the locational level. 
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  land  laws  to  be  stream  lined  and  land  boards  be

established at the village level.
•         The  constitution  should  provide  for  land  succession  procedures  to  be  simplified  and

should be free of charge.
•        The constitution should provide that land rates and charges should be abolished and title

deed be issued for free.
• The constitution should provide that parents of the deceased should be given first priority  in

inheritance of his property.
• The constitution should provide that land objection process should be a  continuous  exercise
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and its fee should not exceed Kshs. 500.
• The constitution should provide that men and women should have equal access to land. (5)
•        The constitution should give unmarried girls the right to inherit parental land.
•        The constitution should provide that women should inherit land where they are married.
•        The constitution should provide that only  unmarried women should inherit  their  parents

land.
•         The constitution should provide  that  daughters  be  allowed  to  inherit  land  whether  they

are married or not.
•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  pre-independence  land  treaties  should  be

retained.
•         The constitution should provide that Kenyans should own land anywhere  in the  country

without restrictions. (4) 
• The constitution should guarantee access to land for all Kenyans. (5)
• Trust lands should be used for economic value by the corporate organizations.

5.3.16 CULTURAL, ETHNIC AND REGIONAL DIVERSITY AND COMMUNAL RIGHTS

• Cultural and ethnic diversity should be protected and promoted in the constitution. (4)  

• Kenya’s languages,  styles  of  languages  and  music-  traditional  should  be  among  the  ethnic
values captured in the constitution.

• The constitution should discourage tribalism and nepotism. 

• The  constitution  should  discourage  tribalism,  nepotism,  racism  and  religious  sectarian  ship
that threaten national unity.

• The constitution should provide protection from the discriminatory aspects of culture. (3)

•        The constitution should provide that wife inheritance be outlawed. (3(

•        The constitution should discourage the culture and feasting during funerals.

•        The constitution should discourage forced and early marriages for both boys and girls.

•         The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  abolishment  of  traditional  practices  harmful  to
women.

•        The constitution should provide that sign language be made a national language. (2) 
• The constitution should provide that Kiswahili should be the national language. (2)
• The constitution should provide that Kiswahili should be the national  language while  English

should be the official language.
• The constitution should provide for two national languages English and Kiswahili. (3)
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  Kiswahili,  Luo,  and  Kikuyu,  as  the  national  languages

while English should be the official language.
• The constitution should recognize and promote indigenous languages. (2)
• The constitution should provide that indigenous languages should be used at the lower level

of primary school.

5.3.17 MANAGEMENT AND USE OF NATIONAL RESOURCES

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliament  should  approve  all  the  government
expenditure.
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• The government should be charged with the responsibility of raising funds through trade
and investment.

• The constitution should provide for equitable distribution of national resources. (3)

• The constitution should provide that the state should mobilize and preserve the state
resources to improve the status quo of all citizens.

• The constitution should provide that there should be at least 2 ministers from each province.
• The government should be required to apportion benefits between the central government

and communities where such resources are found.
• The constitution should provide that a certain percentage of fish sells should remain to

develop the area of the fishing community
• The constitution should provide that minority communities should be afforded equal

representation in all sectors of the society and government.
• The constitution should provide that 50% of benefits from resources should go to the

communities where such resources are found.
• The constitution should provide that resources obtained at the regional level should be

invested for the well being of the local inhabitants.
• The constitution should provide that cess rates and money collected from the county council

should be used for the benefit of the councils.
•        The constitution should provide for proper utilization of land and land resources.

• The constitution should provide for the establishment of industries in every district.

•        The constitution should provide that 90% of taxes collected from an area should be used to
develop that area.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  controller  and  auditor  general  should  be
independent.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  controller  and  auditor  general  should  have  the
power to sue directly in case of misappropriation.

• The constitution should provide that the controller  and auditor general  should  be  appointed
by parliament through a parliamentary committee.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  parliament  should  monitor  the  expenditure  of  public
funds through parliamentary accounts committee and parliamentary investment committee. 

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  ministers  and  assistant  ministers  be  professionally
qualified to head that ministry.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  the  public  officers  should  be  remunerated
appropriately. (4)

• The constitution should provide that recruitment  of civil  servants should not be through “god
fathers”. All civil servants should be adequately paid to ensure proper integrity in the office.

• The constitution should provide that all the public officers should be promoted and appointed
on merit.

•         The constitution should provide that employees  should be  allowed  to  contest  for  elective
positions without first retiring from their employment.

•         The  constitution  should  provide  for  a  system  that  shall  ensure  the  elimination  of
corruption in public offices. 
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• The  constitution  should  provide  that  government  employees  who  work  in  rural  areas  be
remunerated highly.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  teachers  be  transferable  to  anywhere  within  the
republic.

• The constitution should provide that holders  of senior  civil  service positions be elected  by the
people.

• The constitution should provide that all government workers should have schemes of work.

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  adjustment  of  salaries  of  civil  servants  in  proportion  to
that of MPs.

• The constitution should provide for a centralized system of paying salaries for all  government
employees.

• The constitution should provide for salaries and modes of payments of all  civil  servants  to  be
enforced by a constitutional enactment.

•         The  constitution  should  provide  for  adequate  remuneration  of  civil  servants  and  police
officers.

•         The  constitution  should  provide  for  an  improvement  in  working  conditions  of  public
officers.

•        The constitution should provide for a code of conduct between employees and employers.

• The constitution should provide that no civil servant should be immune to law.

• The constitution should provide that corrupt civil servants should be compelled to resign. 

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  heads  of  key  government  departments  and
institutions should have security of tenure.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  prime  minister  should  appoint  members  of  the
public service commission.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  president  should  appoint  members  of  the  public
service commission.

• The constitution should provide that the chairman of PSC should be appointed by parliament
through a parliamentary committee.

• The constitution should provide for a code of ethics for holders of public office. (3)

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  MPs  and  civic  candidates  declare  the  source  of  their
wealth.

• The constitution should provide that all  the public  officers should declare  the source of their
wealth. (3)

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  presidential  candidates  declare  the  source  of  their
wealth.

• The constitution should provide for members of parliament to declare their wealth.

5.3.18 ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCES

• The  government  should  put  in  place  policies  to  ensure  conservation  and  protection  of  the
environment.
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• The constitution should provide that every sub-location in Kenya should have a tree  nursery
managed  by  the  community  and  funded  by  the  forest  department.  Freeholders  should  be
enticed to have tree planting as an economic activity.

• The constitution should provide that 1/8 acres of an individuals land should be kept  aside for
afforestation. Trees should be planted in the regions surrounding a river.

• The  constitution  should  make  provision  to  protect  degradation  of  the  environment  and
extraction of other natural resources.

• The constitution should provide that the local community should own the natural resources.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  every  community  should  form  a  committee  headed  by
the chief to overlook the utilization of the natural resources.

•        The constitution should provide for the protection of natural resources.

•        The constitution should provide that natural  resources and water in particular should be
harnessed to benefit the local communities.

•         The constitution  should  provide  that  natural  resources  such  as  Lake  Victoria  should  be
protected to facilitate sustainable utilization.

•        The constitution should provide that the government  should protect  certain species of fish
and fishing restricted to a certain size of fish only.

•        The constitution should provide for elimination of insecurity  in fishing grounds emanating
from cross border harassment from Uganda.

•         The  constitution  should  provide  for  accountability  in  the  management  of  the  available
natural resources such as Lake Victoria.

•        The constitution should provide that the government should build dams and ponds around
Lake Victoria.

5.3.19 PARTICIPATORY GOVERNANCE

•        The constitution should provide that NGOs and other  organized groups should have a role
in governance. They should participate in annual elections and in funding national projects.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  NGOs  should  be  represented  in  quasi  government
agencies.

• The constitution should provide that civic bodies should conduct civic education.
•  The constitution should provide that the government should pay church leaders. 
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  church  disputes  should  not  be  subject  to  judicial

proceedings.

• The constitution should provide that since religious organizations and some NGOs play a vital
role  in complimenting  government  efforts  in  community  development  there  should  be  a  law
on tax to exempt all vehicles, medicine facilities and clergy robes imported.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  state  should  regulate  the  conduct  of  civil  society
organizations including the media.

• The constitution should provide that the state should not regulate  the conduct of civil  society
organizations including the media. 

• The constitution should provide that all media publications be vetted before publication.
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• The constitution should provide freedom and protection of all religious groups.
•        The constitution should provide for the restriction of denominations of churches.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  women  should  be  involved  in  all  decision-making
processes. (2)

• The constitution should provide that women should have a role to play in governance. (2)

• The constitution should give the disabled a right to participate in economic building.

• The constitution should give the disabled a right to participate in matters of governance.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  at  least  the  disabled  should  occupy  5%  of  the

government positions.
•         The  constitution  should  provide  for  all  government  decisions  to  involve  people  from  the

grassroots level.

•        The constitution should provide that citizens should be allowed to criticize  the government
in public.

5.3.20   INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  government  seeks  the  approval  of  citizens  before
seeking foreign aid and funding.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  conduct  of  foreign  affairs  should  be  the
responsibility  of  the  minister  for  foreign  affairs  who  should  be  appointed  by  the  prime
minister.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  parliament  should  obtain  a  65  %  vote  to  incur
foreign debt which should be approved by the electorate.

•        The constitution should provide for harmonization of laws between the three  East African
States. 

• The constitution should provide for the domestication of international human rights.
• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  domestication  of  international  treaties  and

conventions as well as regional and bilateral treaties.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  Kenya  should  adopt  the  United  Nations  and  OAU

charters on declaration of human rights, international rights of children and women.

5.3.20 CONSTITUTIONAL COMMISSIONS, INSTITUTIONS AND 
                OFFICES

•        The constitution should provide that constitutional commissions be set up by parliament.

• The  constitution  should  specify  the  number  of  commissions  to  be  established,  their
structures, membership and their specific functions and powers. 

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  creation  of  office  of  ombudsman  to  solve  disputes
between individuals and the government. (2)        

• The constitution should provide for the creation of office of ombudsman. (3)

• The constitution should provide  for  the  creation  of  a  human  rights  commission  to  deal  with
gender and children’s rights.
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• The constitution should provide for the creation of an anti-corruption commission.

• The constitution should provide for the creation of land commission.

• The constitution should provide for the creation of national economy commission.

•         The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  Constitution  Review  Commission  to  be  a
permanent body. 

• The constitution should provide for a minister of justice as distinct from the office of AG.

5.3.22 SUCCESSION AND TRANSFER OF POWER

• The constitution should provide that the chief justice should be in charge of executive powers
during the presidential elections. (3)

• The constitution should provide that the incumbent president should be in charge of
executive powers during the presidential elections.

• The constitution should provide that the speaker of the national assembly should be in
charge of executive powers during the presidential elections. (2)

• The constitution should provide that the AG should be in charge of executive powers during
the presidential elections. (2)

• The constitution should provide that the chief of the general should be in charge of executive
powers during the presidential elections.

• The constitution should provide that the ECK should declare the elections results.
• The constitution should provide that the presidential election’s results should be announced

over the radio.
• The constitution should provide that the presidential election’s results should be announced

immediately after the counting of votes. 
• The constitution should provide that the presidential election’s results should be announced

immediately after the elections results are announced.
• The constitution should provide that the incoming president should assume office one day

after the announcement of election results, unless a protest is recorded within 24 hours after
elections.

• The constitution should provide that the incoming president should assume office exactly
ninety days after the announcement of election results. (2)

• The constitution should provide that the incoming president should assume office one month
after the announcement of election results.

• The constitution should provide that the chief justice should preside over the swearing in
ceremony of a president in the presence of the outgoing president and other top dignitaries.

•        The constitution should provide that the chief  justice should preside  over the swearing in
ceremony of a president.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  instruments  of  power  should  be  given  to  the
incoming president at the swearing in ceremony.

• The constitution should provide that the transfer  of instruments of power should  be  done  in
the presence of the AG.

• The constitution should make provision for a former president in terms of security. (2)

• The constitution should make provision for a former president in terms of welfare. (3)

• The constitution should not make provision for a former president  in terms of immunity  from
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legal process. (2)

5.3.23 WOMEN’S RIGHTS

• The constitution should provide that women should have a right to own property. (2)
• The constitution should provide that women should have a right to inheritance and

succession. (10)
• The constitution should provide that widows should have automatic right to inherit their

husbands’ property. (3)
• The constitution should provide that divorced women should not get any property from the

ex-husband.
• The constitution should provide for non-discrimination of women in inheritance matters.
• The constitution should allow divorce but with the condition that the divorced parents can

take good care of the siblings. (2)
• Marriage laws should be harmonized. (3)
• The constitution should provide that polygamy should be outlawed. 
• The constitution should provide that men over  the  age  of  55  years  should  not  be  allowed  to

re-marry. 
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  traditional  marriage  rites  should  be  protected  by  the

constitution.

• Persons who have divorced more than twice should not be allowed to marry again.

• The constitution should provide that dowry payment be made compulsory in marriage.
• The constitution should provide that traditional Luo marriage should be recognized.
• Fathers should ensure women of child support and maintained.
• Domestic violence should be constitutionalised. (3)

5.3.24 INTERNATIONAL
 
• The constitution should provide for a reduction of reliance on foreign aid. 

5.3.25 NATIONAL ECONOMIC

• The constitution should provide that commodity prizes should be lowered and be made
affordable to the ordinary Kenyans.

• Kenya Bureau of Standards should be empowered to work efficiently to eradicate the
problem of having sub standard goods in the Kenyan market.

• Free market economy should be maintained. (2)
• Price controls should be introduced on essential commodities. (3)
• Economic liberalization should be discouraged in Kenya. (2)
• Industries in Kenya should be decentralized.
• The government should provide electricity in all areas in Kenya. (2)
• The government should reward persons who have come with original inventions and

innovations.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  factories  should  be  set  up  where  the  relevant  raw

materials are produced. (3)

• The constitution should provide that a fish factory should be set up in the country.
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• The government should put up measures to fight poverty eradication. (3)

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  government  should  improve  all  roads  and
infrastructure in rural areas. (2)

• The government should provide recreational facilities.

5.3.26 NATIONAL OTHER POLICY

• The constitution should provide that HIV testing be compulsory.
• HIV/AIDS should be declared a national disaster.
• Free seminars and teachings about AIDS should be given to children and the youth.
• The government should provide a home for the people living with AIDS.
• A certificate should be introduced indicating the HIV status of every individual.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  arresting  officer  should  leave  a  signed  declaration

stating where he has taken a suspect. 
• The constitution should provide that all arrests should be done during the day.
• The constitution should make provision for the vigilant groups.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  police  searches  should  be  done  only  on  provision  of  a

legal search warrant. (2)
• The constitution should provide that police brutality should be reduced and people  should be

treated as innocent until proved guilty not the other way round. 
• The constitution should provide that police brutality should be reduced. (4)
• Corruption should be eradicated completely in Kenya. (6)
• Every Kenyan should take the responsibility f fighting corruption.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  maximum  number  of  children  per  couple  be

controlled and fixed.
• The constitution should provide for concepts of family planning to be institutionalized.

5.3.27 SECTORAL POLICY 

• The constitution should provide that the government should fund all agricultural activities.

• The government should put up irrigation schemes to boost the agriculture sector. (4)

• The various lending institutions should assist farmers.

• The government should provide for the extension agricultural services.

• Experts from the ministry  of agriculture  should be deployed to Yala swamp to help  the locals
exploit the agricultural potentials found in that particular area.

• The government should give incentive to the farmers.

•        The constitution should provide that sugar cane farmers be given bonus payments at the
end of every year.

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  mainstreaming  and  promotion  of  the  agricultural
sector by the government.

• A paper industry should be established.
• The cotton industry should be revived.
• The constitution should provide that all students should be provided with ID cards. (2)
• Kenya school equipment scheme should be re-introduced. (3)
• Children should not be sent away due to lack of school fees.
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• The constitution should provide that the  education  system  should  show  the  amount  of  time
pupils are to stay in school.

• The current 8-4-4system should be replaced with the 7-4-2-3 system of education. (3)
• The constitution should provide for a 7-4-2-2 system of education.

• The constitution should provide for continuation of the current system of education. 
• The constitution  should  provide  that  Christian  Religion  Education  should  be  compulsory  in

all learning institutions. (2)
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  educational  facilities  should  be  provided  in  all  the

learning institutions in the country.
• The constitution should provide for a review of the education system and curriculum. 
• The constitution should provide for the inclusion of sign language in education curriculum. 

• The constitution should provide that the cost of education should be reduced.

• Corporal punishment should be re-introduced in schools. (2)

• Corporal punishment should be abolished in schools.

• Members of staff or council of the various universities should appoint university chancellors.

•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  constitutional  matters  should  be  part  of  the
education curriculum.

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  human  rights  issues  should  be  taught  in  all  learning
institutions.

•  The constitution should provide for sponsors of all  learning  institutions to appoint  the heads
of such institutions.

•        The constitution should provide for the specialization in subjects to start at form two.

•        The constitution should provide for technical  and physical  education to be funded by the
government. 

• The constitution should provide for training of youth in technical fields.

• The  constitution  should  provide  for  the  abolishment  of  use  of  the  quota  system  in  the
selection of students to join secondary schools. 

• The constitution  should  provide  for  the  review  of  the  education  system  in  order  to  enhance
the quality of the education provided.

• The  government  should  assist  the  poor  children  to  advance  academically  without  any
constraints.

• Education loans should be given to the disabled and the syllabus should suit them.

• The government should provide bursary to the poor children.

• The tax-rates especially for small businesses should be reduced.

• Taxpayers’  money  should  be  used  to  provide  the  essential  services  such  as  education  and
health.

• The government should regulate VAT on behalf of the poor people in the society.

• The constitution should provide that the one thousand shilling note unit be scrapped.

• The constitution should provide for bank interest rates to be reduced. (3)

• Kenyans should be using credit cards instead of cash money.

•        The constitution should provide that doctors should be allowed to disclose their  patients’
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diseases. 
•         The  constitution  should  provide  that  all  medical  laws,  rules  and  regulations  should  be

reviewed.

• A patient  who needs special  medical  attention  should  be  taken  abroad  for  treatment  by  the
government.

• Burial permits should be issued free of charge.

•        The constitution should provide that NHIF money be used to fund health care services to
all Kenyans.

•        The constitution should provide that private hospital charges should be regulated. 
• The constitution should provide for the banning of consumption of harmful drugs.
• The constitution should provide that the activities of herbalists be legalized.

• The constitution should provide that public doctors be banned from private practice. (4)
• Malaria should be declared a national  disaster and the  government  should  give  free  medical

examination and treatment for the same.
• The constitution should provide for a tax waver for small businesspersons. (4)

• The mining review act should be reviewed for the benefit of the public.

• There’s need  for  laws  to  harmonize  the  co-existence  of  fishermen  from  Kenya,  Uganda  and
Tanzania  who  fish  from  lake  Victoria  so  that  they  are  not  in  conflict  with  one  another.  If
fishing is prohibited in some areas, people should not fish from such areas.

•         The  constitution  should  provide  for  a  reduction  of  bans  of  fishing  for  small-scale
fishermen. 

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  government  should  be  obligated  to  negotiate  for  a
fish market with other states.

5.3.28  NATIONAL POLICY

• Kenya should protect its legal national boundaries and also own 60% of lake Victoria.

5.3.29   SUB-NATIONAL

• All the development projects should be community based and the community should elect
projects office bearers so that the District development committee only monitors the work
done by the community under the elected office bearer.

5.3.30    CUSTOMARY LAW

• All customary laws should be codified and regarded as by-laws. All existing laws should be
adjusted to be relevant to the new constitution.

• Customary laws should be recognized by the constitution.

5.3.31    STATUTORY LAW
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• The  constitution  should  provide  for  amendment  of  all  criminal  code  procedures  so  that  all
arrests are carried out during the day. 

• The constitution should provide for local brews to be legalized. (5) 
• Persons who impregnate disabled ladies should be prosecuted.
• Persons who molest the disabled should be punished.
• Teachers  found  having  intimate  affairs  with  their  students  should  be  charged  in  a  court  of

law.
• Persons who commit adultery should be charged and penalized in court. 
• Murder accomplices should be treated as murderers.
• Illicit drinks and drugs/smoking should be restricted to the senior citizens only.
• The constitution should provide that prayers should be compulsory in all public functions.
• The constitution should provide that persons should be produced in court 24 hours.

•        The constitution should provide that the government  should restrict  the number of social
amenities in particular bars.

•        The constitution should provide for prostitution to be legalized and taxable.

•        The constitution should provide for prostitution to be criminalized.
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  pornography  and  obscene  materials  should  be

outlawed.
• The constitution should provide that the criminal procedure code should be reviewed. 
• The  constitution  should  provide  that  those  found  in  possession  of  stolen  property  to  be

sentenced summarily.

5.3.32 COMMON GOOD

• The constitution should provide that the gap between the rich and poor should be reduced. 

• The constitution should provide that there  should  be  a  code  of  discipline  enacted  for  young
persons.

• Men should not put on female wear and vise versa.

• Kenyans should always put on respectable clothing. (2)

5.3.33 GENDER EQUITY
        
• Both men and women should be treated equally and fairly in all matters. (4)

5.3.34          ECONOMIC/SOCIAL JUSTICE

• The government should compensate victim hit by a stray police bullet.
• The government should compensate the ethnic clashes victims.

5.3.35 TRANSPARENCY/ACCOUNTABILITY

• The constitution should provide that  there  should  be  transparency  and  accountability  in  all
state funded projects.
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5.3.36 NATURAL JUSTICE/RULE OF LAW

• The  constitution  should  provide  that  the  rule  of  law  should  apply  in  a  non-discriminatory
manner to all Kenyans.  (6)

5.3.37 NATIONAL INTEGRITY/IDENTITY 

• The constitution should provide for a decent national dressing for Kenyans. (3)
• The constitution should provide for only two national holidays.
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APPENDICES:

Appendix 1:        Members of the Constituency Constitutional 
Committee

1. Hon. Oburu Odinga                                         MP
2. Walter Korege                                                DC
3. Rev. Bishop Johannes Angela                        Chairman
4. Cllr. John Owuor Onyango
5. Louisa Achieng’ Owiti
6. Rose Angule Okite
7. Fr. Alphonse Ouma
8. Teresa Handa
9. Alogo Raila
10. Wilfred Ongoro

Appendix 2:        Civic education providers (CEPs)

1. Women equal opportunity development
2. Sisi development group
3. Bega kwa bega disabled group
4. Bondo district Muslims association
5. Ochuodho youth group
6. YWCA
7. Bondo youth development group
8. Nyangoma clan civic group
9. Okella youth group
10. Ramba archdeaconry
11. Cham giwadu youth group
12. Maendeleo youth group
13. Nyaminwa safe fishing systems
14. Wichlum banda women group
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Appendix 3:        Persons presenting memoranda and/or making oral 
submissions.

 
10009OBBNY Austine Otieno CBO Written Bondo Deaf Community
20006OBBNY Fredrick Okeyo CBO Memorandum Sisi Development Group
30002OBBNY Grace Andiki CBO Written MYWO
40011OBBNY Handa John CBO Memorandum Jua Kali Association
50005OBBNY Henry Oyugi CBO Written Yimbo Union

60008OBBNY Joan Aremo CBO Written
Nyangoma Women
Groups

70020OBBNY Joseph Obudho Ojoo CBO Written Gili Women Group

80018OBBNY Nicholas O. Aneme CBO Written
Maika Child & Family
Develop

90015OBBNY Raphael O. Ochieng CBO Written Disabled Group
100001OBBNY Rispa Onyango CBO Written YWCA-Usenge
110007OBBNY Shadrack Osewe CBO Written Maranda Special School
120076IBBNY Abigael Oloo Individual Oral - Public he
130006IBBNY Absalom Owi Individual Written
140108IBBNY Albert M. Onyango Individual Oral - Public he
150032IBBNY Alphonse Onditi Oburu Individual Memorandum
160077IBBNY Alphonse Ouma Mango Individual Oral - Public he
170118IBBNY Anyona Okumu Antony Individual Oral - Public he
180034IBBNY Apolo W. Juma Individual Memorandum
190010IBBNY Augustine Riwa Obiero Individual Written
200106IBBNY Augustinus Ongondo Individual Oral - Public he
210120IBBNY Ayany Jared Ben Individual Oral - Public he
220100IBBNY Barack Onyango Individual Oral - Public he
230068IBBNY Beatrice A Obado Individual Oral - Public he
240117IBBNY Bishop Francis Okoth Individual Oral - Public he
250051IBBNY Boniface Oluoch Individual Written
260033IBBNY C O Nyangudi Individual Written
270011IBBNY Charles Adero Ochieng Individual Written
280008IBBNY Charles Aketch Individual Written
290061IBBNY Clementina Otieno Individual Oral - Public he
300039IBBNY Cllr.  Alogo Raila Individual Written
310099IBBNY Cllr. Mathew O Jagogo Individual Oral - Public he
320097IBBNY Cllr.Akello Agwela Individual Oral - Public he
330111IBBNY Dalmas Ogango Individual Oral - Public he
340116IBBNY Danita Ngonga Atieno Individual Oral - Public he
350092IBBNY David Otieno Okumu Individual Oral - Public he
360007IBBNY Dedan Omondi Sewe Individual Written
370054IBBNY De'Souza Owuor Individual Written
380057IBBNY Dorcas A Oyowo Individual Oral - Public he
390005IBBNY Dorcela Adhiambo Okoth Individual Written
400012IBBNY E.M. Omondi Okuku Individual Written
410045IBBNY Edward Okwe Ogola Individual Written
420024IBBNY Edward Ombosi Aremo Individual Written
430003IBBNY Eliakam Osweta Oluoch Individual Written
440046IBBNY Elijah Jura Ajwang Individual Written
450042IBBNY Emily Awimbo Choda Individual Written
460001IBBNY Emmah A. Odundo Individual Written
470066IBBNY Eunice Oyugi Individual Oral - Public he
480103IBBNY Florence Okumu Individual Oral - Public he
490060IBBNY Florence Owino Winja Individual Oral - Public he
500094IBBNY Fr. Alfonse Ouma Individual Oral - Public he
510055IBBNY Fredrick Nyamudhe Individual Written
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520047IBBNY George Odero Akama Individual Memorandum
530022IBBNY George Otieno Nyando Individual Written
540020IBBNY George Owade Individual Written
550087IBBNY George Owino Individual Oral - Public he
560098IBBNY Henry Chacha Individual Oral - Public he
570104IBBNY Humphrey Opondo Individual Oral - Public he
580023IBBNY Isaia Ogutu Individual Written
590050IBBNY Isaiah Obondo Individual Written
600035IBBNY Isaiah Okeyo M Individual Written
610096IBBNY Ismail Ouma Individual Oral - Public he
620013IBBNY Jackson Ochieng Individual Written
630107IBBNY James Majiwa Individual Oral - Public he
640018IBBNY James Ngayo Opondo Individual Written
650070IBBNY James Obongo Individual Oral - Public he
660086IBBNY James Ochieng Individual Oral - Public he
670015IBBNY James Odipo Ombere Individual Written
680083IBBNY James Omunda Obunga Individual Oral - Public he
690043IBBNY Jane Atieno Okumu Individual Written
700082IBBNY Janet A Muganda Individual Oral - Public he
710058IBBNY Janet Mary Oluoch Individual Oral - Public he
720112IBBNY Jared Adede Individual Oral - Public he
730044IBBNY Jared Onyango Individual Written
740062IBBNY Jenipher Okech Individual Oral - Public he
750090IBBNY Jeremiah Nyamieya Individual Oral - Public he
760078IBBNY Jeremiah Ongech Ogola Individual Oral - Public he
770088IBBNY Johanes Othieno Rading Individual Oral - Public he
780031IBBNY Johannes Angela Individual Written
790073IBBNY John O Ajwala Individual Oral - Public he
800025IBBNY John Ogola weda Individual Written
810084IBBNY John Ojowi Individual Oral - Public he
820053IBBNY Joseph Abonyo Otieno Individual Written
830056IBBNY Joseph Hoyo Individual Oral - Public he
840059IBBNY Josephine Auma Individual Oral - Public he
850052IBBNY Joshua B Ogendi Odero Individual Memorandum
860075IBBNY Josiah Wandeo Okumu Individual Oral - Public he
870121IBBNY Kowenje Thomas Individual Oral - Public he
880124IBBNY Leonard Owiti Miseu Individual Oral - Public he
890101IBBNY Luka Odero Ojoo Individual Oral - Public he
900048IBBNY Marcel O Obunga Individual Written
910004IBBNY Marsela Okwach O. Individual Written
920002IBBNY Mary A. Wanzala Individual Written
930041IBBNY Maurice Akech Ogutu Individual Written
940091IBBNY Maurice Ambayu Choda Individual Oral - Public he
950115IBBNY Michael O Okinda Individual Oral - Public he
960089IBBNY Mifwaya Opuk Individual Oral - Public he
970095IBBNY Migada Odero Individual Oral - Public he
980069IBBNY Mildred Ololo Individual Oral - Public he
990102IBBNY Millicent Miyae Individual Oral - Public he

1000021IBBNY
Mohammed Abdalla
Juma Individual Written

1010071IBBNY Moses Atito Individual Oral - Public he
1020110IBBNY Moses Otieno Odongo Individual Oral - Public he
1030079IBBNY Nelson Sipem Sigar Individual Oral - Public he
1040119IBBNY Ochieng Kaluka Individual Oral - Public he
1050040IBBNY Oduor Ouma Individual Memorandum
1060080IBBNY Okelo Ogoseya Individual Oral - Public he
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1070037IBBNY Osiemo E W Individual Memorandum
1080067IBBNY Osumba William Individual Oral - Public he
1090063IBBNY Pelesia Okumu Individual Oral - Public he
1100019IBBNY Peter Ajigo Ogando Individual Written
1110049IBBNY Peter Obiero Onyango Individual Written
1120064IBBNY Phoebe Oremo Chila Individual Oral - Public he
1130125IBBNY Pope James Individual Oral - Public he
1140081IBBNY Pr. Opiyo Matewa Individual Oral - Public he
1150123IBBNY Raila Oburu Ngire Individual Oral - Public he
1160014IBBNY Raphael Onyando Individual Written
1170065IBBNY Rev. Charles Otieno Individual Oral - Public he
1180026IBBNY Rev.David Ochieng Individual Written
1190029IBBNY Richard Agwanda N Individual Written
1200093IBBNY Richard N. Odero Individual Oral - Public he
1210016IBBNY Rose Betty Ongidi Individual Written
1220109IBBNY Rueben Aketch Odote Individual Oral - Public he
1230074IBBNY Salmon Ondiek Individual Oral - Public he
1240009IBBNY Samson J. Ogweo Individual Written
1250028IBBNY Samson Oyuda Individual Written
1260085IBBNY Samuel Ogwang Oduor Individual Oral - Public he
1270038IBBNY Selina A Odero Individual Written
1280122IBBNY Shadrack O Opondo Individual Oral - Public he
1290126IBBNY Silal Owala Individual Oral - Public he
1300030IBBNY Silvanus Oghina Individual Written
1310072IBBNY Thomas Ochando Individual Oral - Public he
1320027IBBNY Tobias Odhiambo Ohira Individual Written
1330114IBBNY Walter Obiero Obade Individual Oral - Public he
1340113IBBNY Wilfred Otieno Individual Oral - Public he
1350036IBBNY William Mwai Okelo Individual Written
1360105IBBNY William Otieno Anyango Individual Oral - Public he
1370017IBBNY Wilson Okan Obudho Individual Written

1380013OBBNY Antony S. Raila NGO Written
Bondo Maternity &
Nursing Ho

1390022OBBNY Gilbert Ndolo NGO Memorandum Bondo KNUT

1400003OBBNY Abeck Langi Other Institutions Written
Wambasa Girls
Secondary Scho

1410004OBBNY Adodi Achola Other Institutions Written
Got Agulu Secondary
School

1420021OBBNY Joseph O. Ongech Other Institutions Memorandum Bondo Teachers SACCO
1430017OBBNY Julian Otieno Opiyo Other Institutions Written Bondo TTC
1440014OBBNY Meja Peter Lango Other Institutions Written Maranda High School
1450012OBBNY Onywara Charles Other Institutions Written Magawa Primary School

1460019OBBNY Otieno Olango Other Institutions Written
St.Pauls Mitiro
Secondary

1470010OBBNY Rasugu Otieno Politcal Party Written Liberal Party

1480024OBBNY Amolo Okello Private Sector Organisa Written
Cotton Farmers
Campaign

1490023OBBNY Luisa Achieng Owiti Religious Organisation Written YWCA
1500016OBBNY Pamela Akinyi Okwengo Religious Organisation Memorandum Ramba Archdeaconry
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Appendix 4:        Persons Attending Constituency Hearings

BONDO TEACHERS TRAINING COLLEGE

No Name Address: No Name: Address:

1Shadrack Osewe P.O. Box 281, Bondo 25Rev. Fr. Alphonie Ouma P.O. Box 29, Bondo

2Joan Aremo P.O.Box 62917, Nairobi 26Migada Odero P.O.Box 104, Bondo

3A. O. Oburu P.O. BOX 337, Bondo 27mary Randa P.O. Box 54, Bondo

4Mohammed A. O. Juma P.O.Box 384, Bondo 28Onwera Charles
P.O. Box 319,
Bondo

5Ismail ouma P.O.Bondo 29Clr. N. Akelo Gwela
P.O. Box 332,
Bondo

6C. O. Nyagudi P.O.Box 35, Bondo 30Samwel o. Aduol P.O.Box 1, Bondo

7Apolo Washington Juma P.O. Box 493, Bondo 31Henry Chacha P.O. Box 14, Bondo

8Silvanus Oghinga P. O. Box 470, Bondo 32Mathew Odongo Jagogo
P.O. Box 370,
Bondo

9Johannes O. Angela P.O.Box 240, Bondo 33Awiti Masiga
P.O. Box 158,
Bondo

10
Cllr. Maurice Ambayo
Cholda P.O. Box 212, Bondo 34Odwor Ouma P.O.Box 190, Bondo

11David Otieno Ilumu P.O. Box 236, Bondo 35Thomas o. Onyango P.O.Box 236, Bondo

12Jared Owaga Waganda P.O. Box 137, Bondo 36Absolom Okode Opondo
P.O. Box 183,
Bondo

13Richard Nyauchi Odero P.O. Box 201, Bondongo 37Cllr. Alogo Raila
P.O. Box 400,
Bondo

14Zedekia Onyango okoth P.O. Box 22, Bondo 38Jackonia Okong'o
P.O. Box 225,
Bondo

15Rael Matete P.O.Box 3, Bondo 39Barrack Onyango
P.O. Box 17227,
Nairobi

16Alice Awuor Ogola P.O. Box 5, Ndori 40Ben E. Otieno
P.O. Box 260,
Bondo

17Okeyo Isiah Macoulo P.O. Box 284, Bondo 41Odero Ojoo
P.O. Box 284,
Bondo

18Omolo M. Kajack P.O.Box 23, Ndori 42Otieno G. Vincent P.O. Box 45, Bondo

19William mwai Okewa P.O.Box 83, Bondo 43Otiende h. Agot
P.O. Box 296,
Bondo

20Rasuw Odero P.O. Box 5, Ndori 44Priscah A. Opattah P.O. Box 24, Bondo

21Handa John Okoth P.O. Box 599, Bondo 45maurice A. Ogutu P.O. Box 2,Bondo

22Austine Otieno P.O. Box 33, Bondo 46Emily Choda P.O.Box 212, Bondo

23Joseph Omondi P.O. Box 33, Bondo 47Julia Orwa
P.O. Box 419,
Bondo

24Selline A. Odero P.O. Box 2, Bondo 48Caroline Ndai
P.O. Box 128,
Bondo

49Rosi Agule P.O. Box 17, Usigu 73Jared O Owango
P.O. Box 456,
Bondo

50Hezbon N. Aolo P.O. Box 183, Bondo 74Lucas M. Oloo
P.O. Box 577,
Bondo

51Millicent Miyai P.O.Box 23, Nyabenge 75Margaret A. Ochunga
P.O. Box 43,
Nyamonye

52Florecne Yongo P.O.Box 23, Nyabenge 76Otieno W. Anyango
P.O. Box 344,
Bondo
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53Humphrey Opondo P.O. Box 350, Bondo 77Wilson Arika
P.O. Box 404,
Bondo

54Otieno Asiro P.O. Box 180, Bondo 78Otieno Michael Ongallo P.O. Box 76, Bondo

55Martin Adenyo P.O. Box 23, Ndori 79Jared Otiu Ongong'a
P.O. Box 240,
Bondo

56Jesca Ogolla P.O. Ndori 80Augustine Ong'ondo
P.O. Box 477,
Bondo

57George Awuor P.O. Box 180, Bondo 81Domnick Owenga
P.O. Box 205,
Bondo

58Moses Orwa P.O. Box 143, Bondo 82John Odhiambo
P.O. Box 102,
Nango

59Cllr Daniel Okulo P.O. Box 14, Bondo 83Jared Achieng' Apiyo P.O. Box 58, Bondo

60Owiti A. Jared P.O. Box 281, Bondo 84Amwor Raphael
P.O. Box 114,
Bondo

61Erick Ochieng' P.O. Box 114, Bondo 85Magdaline Aremo P.O. Box Bondo

62Samuel Owino P.O. Box 475, Bondo 86Patricia Awuor P.O. Box 183, Ndori

63Migata Onyango P.O. Box , 104, Bondo 87Wilson Nyayieka P.O. Box 25, Bondo

64Sophia Onyango P.O. Box 5, Bondo 88Joshua Oginga Awino
P.O. Box  386,
Bondo

65George Ogutu P.O. Box 208, Bondo 89alex Ojwang' Odolo
P.O. Box 205,
Bondo

66George Onyango P.O. Box 132, Bondo 90Mary Winga Adori
P.O. Box 142,
Bondo

67Vitalis Awalla Ndege P.O. Box 248, Bondo 91Cllr. George Odero
P.O. Box 41,
Wagusu

68Abeta John P.O. Box 122, Bondo 92Shadrack Osewe
P.O. Box 159,
Bondo

69Opiyo Ayieko G. M. P.O. Box 70, Bondo 93Agness Adhiambo
P.O. Box 340,
Bondo

70Rosemary Ojura P.O. Box 23, Ndori 94James A. Okumu P.O. Box 41, Bondo

71Osiemo E. W. P.O. Box 120, Bondo 95Ambrose Bonyo P.O. Box 41, Bondo

72J. Otieno Ogango P.O. Box 45, Bondo 96George A. Dundo
P.O. Box 299,
Bondo

97Fredrick Opiyo P.O. Box 3, Bondo 121Charles Muchero
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

98Pastor Ndiege P.O. Box 25, Bondo 122Kiyuni Makhokha
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

99De'souza Owuor P.O. Box 184, Bondo 123Hezbon Onimbo Okoro
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

100Willis Okoth P.O. Box 315, Bondo 124Jacktone Agallo
P.O. Box 214,
Bondo

101Maurice Aringo P.O. Box 145, Bondo 125Martin Wangila
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

102Peter Okungu P.O. Box 69, Bondo 126Lucas Nyadoyo P.O. Box 96, Bondo

103M. A. Omogho Obunga P.O. Box 218, Bondo 127Jack Odongo
P.O. Box 148,
Bondo

104John Omondi Arogo P.O.Box 205, Bondo 128Jarha Barissa
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

105Michael O. Waranga P.O. Box 183, Bodo 129Soita Mutungu
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

106Charles Osadho P.O. Box 143, Bondo 130Tsumam Francis
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo
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107Ben Orege P.O. Box 143, Bondo 131Michael Kyalo
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

108Hassan Ochieng P.O. Box 364, Bondo 132Peter Ouma Anyango
P.O. Box 540,
Bondo

109Rachell Ogolla P.O. Box 200, Bondo 133Jared Abiri
P.O. Box 340,
Bondo

110Joseph Odunga P.O. Box 51, Bondo 134Onyango Auko
P.O. Box 165,
Bondo

111George O. Omroga P.O. Box 122, Bondo 135Austine Pepe
P.O. Box 387,
Bondo

112Samuel Nyakeroma P.O. Box  424, Bondo 136Lucas Ooko
P.O. Box 361,
Bondo

113Peter Okungu P.O. Box  424, Bondo 137Kola Oludhe
P.O. Box 296,
Bondo

114Samuel Nyakiemo P.O. Box  424, Bondo 138Christine Atieno O.
P.O. Box 218,
Bondo

115Odhiambo J. Brian P.O. Box  424, Bondo 139Felix Mwongila
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

116George Omolo P.O. Box   424, Bondo 140Peter Obiero Onyango
P.O. Box 132,
Bondo

117Olang' J. Omollo P.O. Box 424, Bondo 141Peter Ogutu
P.O. Box 264,
Bondo

118Otieno Anyona P.O. Box 424, Bondo 142Peter Otieno
P.O. Box 264,
Bondo

119Juma Joel Ojwang' P.O. Box 424, Bondo 143Joshwa nkomo Kiruy
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

120Otieno Michael P.O. Box 424, Bondo 144Thomas O. Mokaya
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

145Lazarus Kowino P.O. Box 424, Bondo 169Julia Otieno
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

146Otiato Otieno Stephen P.O. Box 424, Bondo 170Stanley Mutai Benard P.O.Box 424, Bondo

147Julias Ouma P.O. Box 424, Bondo 171Stanley Kering
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

148Ochieng Muga P.O. Box 424, Bondo 172Chirchir Sego P.O.Box 424, Bondo

149Okoro Awimbo Hezbon P.O. Box 424, Bondo 173Bonface Abonyo P.O. Box 44, Bondo

150Odero John P.O. Box 122, Bondo 174William Okumu
P.O. Box 228,
Bondo

151Alphonce Achwora P.O. Box 424, Bondo 175Paul Omuko
P.O. Box 122,
Bondo

152Otieno Olang'o P.O. Box 361, Bondo 176Rosemary Danga
P.O. Box 228,
Bondo

153Wilson Ongoro P.O. Box 180, Bondo 177Joseph Ouko Ouko
P.O. Box 220,
Bondo

154Anthony S. Raila P.O. Box 429, Bondo 178Ochieng Ameme
P.O. Box 246,
Bondo

155Joram O. Amisi P.O. Box 43, Nyilima 179Isaiah Obondo
P.O. Box 344,
Bondo

156Cllr. Albert M. Onyango P.O. Box 23, Ndori 180John Muga
P.O. Box 250,
Bondo

157Otienoh Moses P.O. Box 176, Bondo 181Jane Okumu
P.O. Box 379,
Bondo

158Michael Owino P.O. Box 208, Bondo 182Damaris Ajong P.O. Box 81, Nango

159J. O. Ojoo P.O. Box 284, Bondo 183samuel Ochieng' P.O. Box 27, Bondo
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160oswando Hilda P.O. Box 214, Bondo 184Benter Ogunga
P.O. Box 228,
Bondo

161Mildred Atieno P.O. Box 23, Ndori 185Jacinter Anyango
P.O. Box 152,
Bondo

162Jael Odundo P.O. Box 23, Ndori 186Salim Ouma P.O. Bondo

163Richard Odongo P.O. Box 370, Bondo 187Okoth Ondolo
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

164Aenos Nyalwal P.O. Box 309, Bondo 188Odongo Jashon
P.O.Box 222,
Kombewa

165Silvanus Omware P.O. Box 137, Bondo 189Reuben Aketch
P.O. Box 196,
Bondo

166Ismail Otieno Odera P.O. Box 180, Bondo 190Moses Odinga P.O. Box 80, Bondo

167Obiero P.O. Box 120, Bondo 191Augustine Ouma P.O. Box 31, Bondo

168Momanyi Abuga P.O. Box 123, Bondo 192Pamela Akinyi P.O. Box 31, Bondo

193Aluoch Boniface P.O.Box 180, Bondo 217Abiud Otieno P.O. Box 309,Bondo

194Bibian Nthiga P.O. Box 424, Bondo 218Jane Ogada
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

195Nasimiyu Susan P.O. Box 424, Bondo 219Daniel K. Sitonik
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

196Kemeli Milka P.O. Box 424, Bondo 220Tirop Peter
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

197Maia Thomas P.O. Box 424, Bondo 221Pamela Ondong P.O. Box 47, Bondo

198Eric Handa P.O. Box 424, Bondo 222Esther Ang'iro
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

199Cheserk Carolin P.O. Box 424, Bondo 223David O. Sewe
P.O. Box 281,
Bondo

200Catherine Chebor P.O. Box 424, Bondo 224Lilian Ambala P.O.Box 424, Bondo

201Grace Kango'oro P.O. Box 424, Bondo 225Samson L. Odongo
P.O. Box 281,
Bondo

202Shem Mwaya P.O. Box 424, Bondo 226Mercy Otieno P.O. Box 57, Bondo

203Jane Ochola P.O. Box 54, Bondo 227Micah Kulei P.O. Box 18, Bondo

204Vitalis Abong'o P.O. Box 424, Bondo 228George N. Ajwang'
P.O. Box 464,
Bondo

205Vincent Omoro P.O. Box 424, Bondo 229Ted Owuor
P.O. Box 464,
Bondo

206Moses Otieno P.O. Box 130, Bondo 230Kwadhe M.
P.O. Box 464,
Bondo

207Chepchok David P.O. Box 424, Bondo 231Jacob Omondi P.O. Box 98, Bondo

208Edeard Akun Ngaoo P.O. Box 373, Bondo 232Miriam Oginga P.O.Box 304, Bondo

209Tabitha Agutu P.O. Box 252, Bondo 233Koech Geoffrey
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

210Jerusa Nyambo P.O. Box 252, Bondo 234Tarus Kipkingat
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

211Mildred Anyango P.O. Box 139, Bondo 235Ngiendo Georgine P.O.Box 424, Bondo

212Benjamin O. Danga P.O. Box 424, Bondo 236Onyamo James P.O.Box 424, Bondo

213Dalms O. Owano P.O. Box 96, Bondo 237Bishop Francis okoth P.O. Box 41, Bondo

214Albert Okiri P.O. Box 74, Bondo 238William Ochieng' P.O. Box 96, Bondo

215Edward Okwe P.O. Box 157, Bondo 239Leunida Akelo P.O. Box 47, Bondo

216George Oryema P.O. Box 3, Bondo 240Benedict Makodongo
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo
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241Joyce Mugunde P.O. Box 424, Bondo 265Naftali Okwany
P.O. Box 369,
Bondo

242Ambutsi Wycliff P.O. Box 424, Bondo 266Mary Ramogi P.O. Box 70, Bondo

243Njenga Violet P.O. Box 424, Bondo 267Jared Adede
P.O. Box 383,
Bondo

244Tabitha Okiya P.O. Box 424, Bondo 268Ken Awimbo
P.O. Box 264,
Bondo

245Ben Yegon P.O. Box 424, Bondo 269Bonifas Ongieyo
P.O. Box 30,
Ragegni

246Okelloh Judith P.O. Box 14, Bondo 270Boniface Okeyo
P.O. Box 30,
Ragegni

247Jackson Ochieng' P.O. Box 424, Bondo 271John Mito Oloo P.O. Box 22, Nango

248Bererlyne Awuor P.O. Box 424, Bondo 272Zephaniah N. Wauda
P.O. Box 340,
Bondo

249Gilbert Ndolo Owuor P.O. Box 464, Bondo 273Thomas Raymond
P.O. Box 183,
Bondo

250Opiyo Japheth P.O. Box 464, Bondo 274Oreta Odhiambo
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

251Omindo C. Fredrick P.O. Box 464, Bondo 275Wellingtone Otonde
P.O. Box 315,
Bondo

252Mwalo Ogembo P.O. Box 180, Bondo 276Kumo-Oriwa Joshua P.O. Box 76, Bondo

253George Okoth P.O. Box 424, Bondo 277Elizabeth Auma
P.O. Box 120,
Bondo

254Obondi Thomas P.O. Box 424, Bondo 278Wilfred Otieno
P.O. Box 177,
Bondo

255Momanyi Morara P.O. Box 424, Bondo 279Ascar Otieno
P.O. Box 128,
Bondo

256Mankome Hezron P.O. Box 424, Bondo 280Jarha Said Barissa
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

257Erick Sungatu P.O. Box 424, Bondo 281Walter Obiero Obado
P.O. Box 260,
Bondo

258Andew Koros P.O. Box 424, Bondo 282Andedikus Omenya
P.O. Box 205,
Bondo

259Michael Ager Okaka P.O. Box 93, Bondo 283Ochieng' Misda P.O. Box 120,Bondo

260Leonard Owiti P.O. Box 226, Boro 284Marget A. Otieno
P.O. Box 175,
Bondo

261Richard Owino P.O. Box 273, Bondo 285Monica Otieno P.O.Box 373, Bondo

262George Yugi P.O.Box 231, Bondo 286Chacha James
P.O. Box 373,
Bondo

263Raila Oburu Ngire P.O. Box 592, Bondo 287Tom M. Ogollah
P.O. Box 551,
Bondo

264Esther o. Odero P.O. Box 10, Bondo 288Dalmus okum
P.O. Box 373,
Bondo

289Margaret Orege P.O. Box 143, Bondo 313Sospeter Otieno P.O.Box 385, Bondo

290Louisa A. Owiti P.O. Box 375, Bondo 314Willis Omondi
P.O. Box 277,
Bondo

291Michael Ong'aro P.O.Box 205, Bondo 315Mathew Yala P.O. Box 81, Nango

292Romanus Otago P.O. Box 335, Bondo 316Richard Owino
P.O. Box 273,
Bondo

293Ogira J. Migaya P.O. Box 3, Bondo 317Anyona O. Antony
P.O. Box 569,
Bondo

294Washington O. Wachianga P.O. Box 561, Bondo 318Carren Anyango
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo
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295Leonard Kizito odemba P.O.Box 208, Bondo 319Dinah Kanda
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

296P.E.O. Araka P.O. Box 184, Bondo 320Paul Ongoro P.O.Box 22, Bondo

297G. O. Odongo P.O. Box 114, Bondo 321Ochieng' Kaluka P.O.Box 284, Bondo

298Dan Odindo Okelo P.O.Box  42, Bondo 322Jared Ayong Ben P.O. Box 246,Bondo

299Margaret Wandolo P.O.Box 117, Bondo 323Kowenje T. O. P.O. Box 51, Bondo

300Oganda James P.O.Box 157, Bondo 324F. N. Otindo P.O.Box 96, Nango

301Joyce Odundo P.O. Box 64, Bondo 325James Buoro
P.O. Box 144,
Nykima

302Danita Ng'ong'a P.O. Box 309, Bondo 326George Oriwo P.O.Box 319, Bondo

303Arianda Clayds P.O. Box 383, Bondo 327Pope James P.O. Box 25,Bondo

304Betty Oginga P.O. Box 1, Bondo 328Billy Frank
P.O. Box 232,
Bondo

305Bishop Francis Okoth P.O.Box 41, Bondo 329John Odhiambo
P.O. Box 208,
Bondo

306George B. Owuor P.O. Box 319, Bondo 330Jacob Odhiambo P.O. Box 9, Usigu

307Caleb Odhiambo P.O. Box 76, Bondo 331Mary Ouma P.O. Box 62, Bondo

308Antone Anyona Okumu P.O. Box 569, Bondo 332Silas owala
P.O. Box 424,
Bondo

309Shadrack Opondo P.O. Box 183, Bondo 333Silvanus J. Nyamwanda
P.O. Box 236,
Bondo

310Sospetr Otieno P.O. Box 385, Bondo 334Benard Onyango
P.O. Box 387,
Bondo

311Elijah Jura Ajwang' P.O. Box 51, Bondo 335F. N. Otindo P.O. Box 96, Bondo

312Shadrack O. Opondo P.O.Box 183, Bondo 336Joseph Ogola Ojodhi
P.O. Box 169,
Bondo

337Apollo Odindo Okumu P.O.Box 225, Bondo

USIGU

No Name Address: No Name: Address:

1Joseph Hoyo P.O.Box 135, Usenge 25Margaret A. Ochinga P.O. Box 43,Nyamonye

2Cllr. John D. O. Onyango P.O.Box 336, Bondo 26Beatrice A. Obado P.O. Box 30, Nyamonye

3Louisa A. Owiti P.O.Box 375, Bondo 27Mildred A. Ololo P.O. Box 29, Usenge

4Dorcas A. Oyowo P.O.Box 41, Usigu 28Jane Oduor P.O.Box 15, Usigu

5Janet Mary Oluoch P.O. Box Nyamonye 29Margaret Oduor P.O. Box 64, Usenge

6Emmal Odundo P.O. Box 76, Usenge 30
Marcela Okwach
Omenya P.O. Box 33, Nyamonye

7Anne Nyang'or P.O. Box 43, Nyamonye 31
Dorsilla Adhiambo
Okoth P.O. Box 3, Usenge

8Mary A. Wanzela P.O. Box 340, Usenge 32Dorine Ogunyo P.O. Box 28, Usigu

9Phoebe Nyanja P.O. Box 49, Usigu 33Monica Bwoga P.O. Box 80, Nyamonye

10Josephine Auma P.O. Pala School 34Cosmas Jarona P.O. Box 36, Usenge

11Florence Owino Winja P.O. Box 198, Usenge 35Adodi Achola P.O. Box 82, Usenge

12Clementine Otieno P.O.Box 80, usenge 36Aloo Jackson Okello P.O. Box 76, Nyamonye

13Jenipher A.Oketch P.O. Box 198, Usenge 37Patrick H. Hadure P.O. Box 28, Usenge

14Lucia Okumu P.O.Box 76, Nyamonye 38Justus Odimbo P.O. Box 28, Usenge

15Phoebe Oremo Chila P.O. Box 28, Usenge 39James Obala Obongo P.O. Box 15, Usenge

16Risper Ayalo P.O. Box 415, usenge 40Moses Atito ogeda P.O.Box 15, Usigu
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17Rev. Charles Otieno kangoye P.O. Box 76, Usenge 41Thomas Achando P.O. Box 41, Usigu

18Nicholas Otieno P.O. Box 113, Usigu 42
Samoson Japien
Ogwen O. P.O. Box 76, UsengE

19Apollo Ochieng' P.O. Box 190, Bondo 43George Nyamai P.O. Box 69, Nyamonye

20Solomon Opisi Oyaro P.O. Box 17, Usigu 44
Michael Atieno
Majanja P.O. Box 84, Usenge

21Eunice Oyugi P.O. Box 47, Usenge 45
James A. Okello
Minayalo P.O. Box 63, Nyamonye

22Emily Choda P.O. Box 212, Bondo 46
Fredrick Okeyo
Omenda P.O. Box 41, Usigu

23Caroline A. Ndai P.O. Box 128, Bondo 47Augustine Riwa P.O. Box 9, Usigu

24Grace Andiki P.O. Box 169, Nyamonye 48Charles O. Adero P.O. Box 43, Usigu

49John Ongere P.O.Box 84, Usenge 73Josiah O. Ogosiah P.O. Box 17, Usigu

50Joseph R. Nengo P.O. Box 14, Nyamonye 74nashon Hayanga P.O. Box 339, Usenge

51Rose Angule P.O. Box 17, Usigu 75Mifuaya Opuk P.O. Box 80, Nyamore

52Dedan Omoni Sewe P.O. Box 114, usenge 76Anjilina Owiti P.O. Box 62, Bondo

53
Master N. A. Rafael
Onyango P.O. Box 33, Usigu 77Salmon Ondiek P.O. Box 14, Nyamonye

54Edward Owedi P.O. Usigu 78John Ojoo P.O. Box 14, Nyamonye

55Thomas Ajwala P.O. Box 6, Nyamonye 79Joseph Walo Agano P.O. Box Nyangera

56W. A. Oyowo P.O. Box 393, Usigu 80
Mohammed A. O.
Juma P.O. Box 384, Bondo

57Ongech Ogola P.O. Box 84, Nyamonye 81Lucas Ragen Ambogo
P.O. Box 114,
Usenge+F119

58Wandeo Josia P.O. Box 7, Usigu 82Samuel O. Obara P.O. Box 5, Siaya

59Salmon Ondiek P.O.Box 14, Nyamonye 83Simon Ooko P.O. Box 9, Nyangera

60Abigael Oloo P.O.Box 14, Nyamonye 84Naftali Okola P.O. Box 2, Usigu

61James Odipo Ombera P.O. Box 14, Nyamonye 85
Joseph Odongo
Owuor P.O. Box Usigu

62Wilson Okan Obudho P.O. Box 64, Nyamonye 86Nelson Sipem P.O. Box 9, Usigu

63James Ng'ayo Opondo H. P.O. Box 29, Nyamonye 87Paul Oudia Obudho P.O. Box 82, Nyamonye

64George OkeLLO Ogoseah P.O. Box 17, Usigu 88Dida Elisha Okila P.O. Box 54, Usenge

65Kepher Atieno Oloo P.O. Box 28, Usenge 89John O. Nyakwaka P.O. Box 5, Usenge

66Jackson W. Ondiji P.O. Box 28, Usenge 90roseline A. Itindi P.O.Box 90, usenge

67Dalmas O. Ongech P.O. Box 63, Nyamonye 91Francis Asewe Odero P.O. Box 55, Usigu

68Prisca Achola P.O. Box  Mageta 92Oloo Wilberforce P.O. Box 61, Nyamonye

69Rosa Anyango P.O. Mageta 93Peter Ajigo ogando P.O. Box 6, Usigu

70Paul A. R. Odera P.O. Box 3, Usenge 94Tobias Ohira P.O. Box 64, Usenge

71Eliakum Osweta P.O.Box 65, Usenge 95George O. Odero P.O. Box 5, Nyamonye

72Henry Oyugi P.O. Box 82, Usenge 96Hesbon O. Aduda P.O. Box 17, Usigu

97Noah O. Ogot P.O. Box 17, Usigu 121
Rev. Johannes O.
Angela P.O. Box 240, Bondo

98Martin F. P.O.Box 135,Usenge 122Jemorris Ogwalo P.O. Box 28, Usenge

99George W. Malowa P.O.Box 22, Usenge 123Janet Mganda P.O. Box 8, Nyamonye

100Festus Mujay P.O. Box 46, Usenge 124Mwano Hamisi P.O. Box 13, Nyamonye

101Abeck Langi P.O. Box 68, Usenge 125Margret Omodho P.O. Box 13, Nyamonye

102Awino Joyce P.O. Box 68, Usenge 126Roselida Awuor P.O.Box 80, Nyamonye

103Josphine Thatcher P.O. Box 68, Usenge 127Pascalia Oketch P.O.Box 80, Nyamonye

104Goretty Atieno P.O. Box 68, Usenge 128Felista Olum P.O. Box 5, Usigu
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105Josephine Odhoro P.O. Box 68, Usenge 129Rose Betty Ong'idi P.O. Box 76, Usenge

106Pamela Ogolla  P.O. Box 68, Usenge 130John Ogola Weda P.O. Box 45, Usigu

107Lilian Oyugi P.O. Box 68, Usenge 131Dan Opiyo Winga P.O. Box 198, Usenge

108Jael Onyiso P.O. Box 68, Usenge 132Paul Okello Wade P.O. Box 43, Odhuro

109Tabith Aketch P.O. Box 68, Usenge 133Zachary Baraza P.O. Box 248, Usenge

110Patricia Achieng' P.O. Box 68, Usenge 134
Rev. Nehemiah P.
Onyango P.O. Box 41, Usenge

111Owinyo Agutu Chalkende P.O. Box 43, Nyamonye 135Mary Auma Ogaye P.O. Box 213, Usenge

112Charles Juma P.O. Box Usenge 136Grace Owuonda P.O. Box 105, Usenge

113Jared Onanda Oguto P.O. Box 37, Usenge 137Monica Ombos P.O. Box 30, Usenge

114Francis Abiero P.O. Box 256, Usenge 138Ambrose Owiti P.O. Box 9, Nyamonye

115Joseph Umaya P.O. Box 17, Usigu 139Samwel Mango P.O. Box 341, Nyamonye

116Olulo Caleb Oyeko P.O. Box 28, Usigu 140Richard Agwanda P.O. Box 535, Bondo

117Morice odhiambo Were P.O. Box 17, Usigu 141Amos Otieno Omindo P.O. Box 273, Usenge

118Jairus Ouma Ochieng' P.O. Box 9, Usigu 142Isaah Ogutu Okuthe P.O.Box 43, Nyamonye

119John Odhiambo ochieng' P.O. Box 9, Usigu 143Otieno Orwenyo P.O. Box Usigu

120Vevean O. Olando P.O.Box 36, Usengo 144Paul Sewe P.O. Box 47, Usenge

145George Aremo P.O. Box 30, Usenge 169Magdaline Owade P.O. Box 8, Usigu

146Jackson Odiyo P.O. Box 47, Usenge 170David Ochieng P.O. Box 47, Usenge

147William Osonya uyoga P.O. Box 30, Usenge 171Pastor Opiyo matewa P.O. Box 18, Usenge

148Violet Ogoda P.O.Box 17, Usigu 172Vicklice Opil Rabut P.O. Box 14, Nyamonye

149Charles Migaya P.O. Box 32, Nyamonye 173Rev. David ochieng' P.O. Box 316, Usenge

150Mohamed A. O. Juma P.O. Box 384, Bondo 174Charles Akech P.O. Box  Nyamonye

151Jeremiah Nyamweya Achola P.O. Box 28, Usenge 175Justus O. Asimgo P.O. Box 18, Usigu

152Edward O. Aremo P.O. Box 30, Usenge 176Sylvanus O. Juma P.O. Box 30, Nyamonye

153Agnes Akoko P.O. Box 71, Usenge 177Jane Ochieng' P.O. Box 8, Nyamonye

154George B. Owaadeh P.O. Box 64, Usenge 178Daniel Tiang' P.O. Box 64, Usenge

155Omondi Ayasi P.O. Box 64, Usenge 179Wilson Wanjare P.O. Box 113, Usenge

156Samson F. Oyuda P.O. Box 15, Nyamonye 180Tobias Ouma okelo P.O. Box 2, Nyamonye

157Isaya Ogutu P.O. Box 76, Usenge 181Rosemary Nyakolo P.O. Box 68, Usenge

158Naphtaly J. Hawa P.O. Box 30, Nyamonye 182Millicent Atieno P.O. Box 68, Usenge

159Teresa ochieng' P.O. Box 9, Usigu 183Everlyne Okumu P.O. Box 68, Usenge

160Kesia Anyango P.O. Box 9, Usigu 184Carolyne Atieno P.O. Box 68, Usenge

161Solmon Ondiek P.O. Box 14, Nyamonye 185William Osumba P.O. Box 68, Usenge

162Dishon Oloo Mahondo P.O. Box 30, Usenge 186Carolyne Atieno P.O. Box 68, Usenge

163Joseph O. Ongeus P.O. Box 63, Usenge 187Onyango John Akumu P.O. Box 51, Nyamonye

164Absalom Osweta P.O.Box 9, Usigu 188Alice A. Juma P.O. Box 72, Nyamonye

165George M. Owino P.O. Box 17, Usigu 189Jue Oloch P.O. Box 72, Nyamonye

166William S. Ogera P.O. Box 10, Usigu 190Villet Ogode P.O. Box 17, Usigu

167Walter Ndaga P.O. Box 10, Usigu 191Jackson Ochieng P.O. Box 135, Usenge

168Jaenipher Oyoyo P.O. Box 71, Usenge 192Janet Apudo P.O. Box 9, Usigu

193Elisha m. Omondi Okuku P.O. Box 135, Usenge 217William A. Dimbe P.O.Box 47, Usenge

194Esther Otieno P.O. Box 8, Usigu 218Agnes Agano None

195Diana Nyamwanda P.O. Box 61, Nyamonye 219John Odhiambo P.O. Box 14, Nyamonye

196Merceline Nyalwal P.O. Box 64, Usenge 220John Kondong' P.O. Box 61, Nyamonye

197Roselyn Nyakombo P.O. Box 64, Usenge 221Geodffrey Aiex P.O. Box 14, Nyamonye
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198Felisita Oluma P.O. Box 5, Usigu 222Christopher Omore Nyamonye

199Mary Hellen Hayongo P.O. Box 71, Usenge 223Joseph Odero Nyamonye

200Abigael Oloo P.O. Box 14, Nyomo 224Charles Opolo Nyamonye

201Samuel Ojwang' P.O.Box 9, Usigu 225Adede Michael Nyamonye

202John Othieno Rading' P.O. Box 14, Nyamonye 226Joh Okumu P.O.Box 30, Nyamonye

203Benson Oloo P.O. Box 2, Nyamonye 227Abisalom Owi P.O. Box 14, Nyamonye

204George Odero P.O. Box 5, Nyamonye 228Alice Odongo P.O. Box 16, usigu

205Ogwang' O. Maurice P.O. 82, Usenge 229Gordon Omolo P.O. Box 44, Usenge

206Consolate Onyango P.O. Usigu 230Gilbert Hayongo P.O. Box 71, Usenge

207Caleb Achando Aduda P.O. Box Usigu 231
Ouma Mango
Alphonce P.O. Box 14, Nyamonye

208Richard Otieno P.O. Box 7, Nyamonye 232Joseph Otieno P.O. Box 14, Nyamonye

209Raphael Ndayi P.O. Box 13, Nyamonye 233Kennedy Owino P.O. Box 14, Nyamonye

210Owuor Morell P.O. Box 28, Usenge 234Adede Michael P.O. Box 14, Nyamonye

211James Munda P.O. Box 65, Usenge 235Kevines Otieno P.O. Box 14, Nyamonye

212C. M.Orlando P.O. Box 164, Usenge 236Robin Odongo P.O.Box 14, Nyamonye

213Jared O. Ogombe P.O.Box 30, Nyamonye 237jackson Omina P.O. Box 14, Nyamonye

214Dalmas Ogola P.O. Box 84, Nyamonye 238Fredrick owuor P.O. Box 14, Nyamonye

215Consoleter Ogoda P.O. Box 47, Usenge 239Felgona Odundo P.O.Box 72, Usenge

216Elijah Oriengo Hayanga P.O. Box 64, Usenge 240Filgona Oyona P.O. Box 30, Nyamonye

241Doris Nyangome P.O.Box 30, Nyamonye 247Salome A. Magowi P.O.Box 17, Usigu

242Anastasia Awuor O. P.O.Box 61, Nyamonye 248Joseph Owiti Otieno P.O.Box 9, Usigu

243Jackson Owuod P.O.Box 7, Nyamonye 249
George Otieno
Onyando P.O. Box 41, Usigu

244Gilbert Okumu P.O.Box 63, Nyamonye 250James Ochieng Aram P.O. Box Mageta

245Henry Odera Singa P.O. Box 37, Usenge 251
Michael Atieno
Majanja P.O. Box 84, Usenge

246George W. Oluma P.O. Box 26, Usenge
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